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Governor Haskell of Okla-- . Senators Cummins and La Mis. Russell Sage Increases Trust to Be Formed to Boost Strange Accident Jin Suburbs Ferry Boat Three States W as
Follette Scored in Their
homa Wants Alleged Note
Her Gifts for the
Price of Enamel
of Saint Louis This
Blown From Her
Home States
Embezzler Returned
Dormitories
Ware
Morning
Moorings
;
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TOWER

SIXTEEN COMPANIES INVOLVED

PLANNED

THREE KILLED, EIGHT INJURED HER

FATE
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Judge McFie Returns From Las Stand Patters Control Party Magnificent Bequest by Late Wail Street Is Figuring on a Fast Mail Train Derailed Not Telegraph Poles and Trees UpBoth in Iowa and in
Isaac W. Wvman and Present
Combination of Tub Manu- Vegas Where He Held
Far from City
rooted and Much Damage
Wisconsin.
Court.
From W. C. Proctor.
facturers.
Limits.
Done.
j

j

Des Moines, June 9. With only two
It was a quiet day at the capitol to- day. Judge McFie has returned from counties to hear from the majority for
Las Vegas and is busy in chambers. Carrol, the "Standpat" Republican
candidate for governor, is 8,400, ac- Says the Las Vegas Optic of him:
;
even-this
left
McFie
R.
cording to the Daily Capitol, and
"Judge John
ing in return to Santa Fe, being 4,400, according to the Register and
The "Standpat" element
forced to adjourn district court here; Leader.
in order to go to Tierra Amarilla, Rio claims a majority of 150 delegates in
Arriba county, where district court the convention, insuring a platform
on next Monday. Judge McFie ' dorsing the Taft administration and
is the busiest jurist in the territory, scoring the insurgents, particularly
for besides presiding over the largest Senator Cummins,
Wisconsin for Taft.
district he has been acting as judge
Milwaukee, June 9. The
of the second largest judicial district,
San Miguel, Mora, Colfax tration of President Taft was strongly
and Union counties. In each of the endorsed in the platform unanimously
last named counties he has held terms adopted by the Republican state con-o- fvention today. The present tariff lawcourt this spring."
is approved and the provisions for and
For.
Asked
Requisition
Governor Haskell, of Oklkahoma, maximum and minimum schedules and
has asked Governor Mills to honor a future scientific revision are
for Marshal Gregory, in-- J mended.
Result Still in Doubt,
dieted for appropriating unto himself!
n
Sioux Falls, S. D., June 9. The
the proceeds of certain notes he had
sult of Tuesday's primaries is still
entrusted with to collect.
doubtful. Egan, independent Republi- Incomoration
Tnmnviratinii nanera wpro filed to- - can has won by not less than 3,000,
rlnv hv T.enrnard T.indeman Comnanv. but managers of the "Progressive"
of
The campaign claim the nomination
music dealers at Albuquerque
nec-- j
An
Vesse'count
official
be
may
into
capitalization is $50,000, divided
500 shares. The incorporators and di- Cheers for Taft.
rectors are: George P. Learnard, 49
9
Milwaukee,
Wis., June
50
Every
A.
Frank
shares,
Martin,
shares;
mention of the name of William H.
and James 7. Learnard, 1 share.
Tatt at the Republican state conven- Census Matters,
tion here evoked warm cheers for
Mexico
In its efforts to give New
Denunciation of the
a, complete count, the director of the the President.
of
commendation
and
"insurgents"
time
census has been very liberal in
extensions to New Mexico and every the national administration were key
case of alleged omission is being care notes of the speeches.
The leading address of the eonvem
fully investigated so that if anything,
was that bv vice 'President Sher-;thi- s
;tion
New Mexico will have credit for every
16 l' n;
"c UICU
'
possible doubt.
regularity upon his hearers and re-- ,
Saloons Must Post Law.
Republican history.
The attention of Attorney General
I
ml.
ii
j . i.
or naming
mauer
cauuiuaieb
iue
the!
to
F. W. Clancy, has been called
ia oe
p.uuauiv
fact that many saloons fail to post the deferred and left for
the
primary
of
sale
territorial law prohibiting the
C,"-'
.
liquors to minors. The statute re
UctLuc.cu
iu
ei c
trie
be
posted conspic- former adherents ofwiveiHiuu
quires that the law
States
United
uously and saloon men had better Senator
La.Follette, notable among
comply to avoid unpleasantness.
wuuiii weie iui uici uuvcuiui vviuicini
D. Heard, and William D. Conner.
BOTH JOHNSON AND
JEFFRIES ARE SMILING MAN ARRESTED FOR
KIDNAPING HIS CHILD
They Have a Right to as Long as the
World Puts Up Money for
and
Stole Into His Wife's Room
Their Comfort.
Snatched Sleeping Babe From
Its Mother's Arms.
Ben Lomond, Cal., June 9. Critics
who have followed the Jeffries trainwith Vid.
nmivor TnnP Q Hhflrp-oring operations closely are of the opin
a'fiv months, nid hflhv Thom- Tninoion that the fighter has improved 50
t
wo
e, cent the
'
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Berlin, June 9.

1

;

;

Commander

Robert

arrived here yesterday
with the papers in the suit brought
bv Rudolph Francke, left for London,
morning. The American explorer
nas placed the matter of litigation in
Ambassador
Hill.
the bands of
Francke was associated with Dr.
Cook. in tne North Polar expedition
and all(.gt,s tnat Peary found hiU m
at Etah and took advantage of his
or
condition to raue nis collection
nms and Narwhal teeth as the price
for
homeward, tents
transporting him
Franf;ke demands $10,000 as the value
l h; flr,t attack was made upon the
i
p" a m " u..:ui
nt t ip 4rpt n urn.
lifts whU'hftiP
"
i' '
uuiiuuifi, wiifir all public offices are
ne handed over.
located.
After sacking this building
the rioters turned their attention to
the jefe politico named Regil. The
WEALTHY WIDOW MURDERED
FOR HER MONEY. battle had begun in the .night and it
was 2 o'clock wfaen the attack was
Atrocious Deed Committed Within a made on the building where Regil
and many citizens had taken refuge,
Block of the Police Station
A bloody butchery followed. Regil's
at Leavenworth.
wiie tui nrr j:iuui ciuiuien aimJ wem
Leavenworth, K.ans., June 9. Eliza- - lu "le ambiance oi ner nusuaua,
beth Schultz, a wealthy widow 74. seeking through tears and prayers to
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PARALYSIS TO BE CURED
BY NERVE SPLICING.
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Member of Parliament

Was Liberal
arm

in

Merida.
Reported to have been killed are:
Jose Tray, chief of the telegraph office at Valladolid;
Alonzo V.
merand Demeterio Rivero,
chants whose stores were also racked.
It is said that Triay was put to
death after suffering
horrible tortures.
Mexican Commander Awaits Stronger
Force.
Mexico City, June 9. A special to
El Imparcial from Merida last night
says that the forces of General
Larga have advanced to Uayama, close
to Valladolid. No attack has been
made as yet, the commander having
decided to await the arrival of rem- iorcemems in oraer tnai ne may crusn
the insurgents at a blow.
Several persons thought to have
been killed have been found to have
escaped.
Among them Alonzo Vail
ueneva and Hernandez V. the mayor
The latter escaned on a bicycle dress- e(i as a woman.
An-ntie-

;

World.
London, June 9.- - -- Sir George New- nes, the founder of the Westminster
and the Strand
Gazette, I
Magazine, and donor of tine interna- - services of
religious
tional chess trophy bearing his name, bodies.
Denver, June 9. The sulphuric
died today. He was born in March,
acid plant was destroyed and other
1851, and was a Liberal member ofURNING STRAWBERRIES
buildings of the Western Chemical
Parliament.
)nT0 AUTOMOBILES, Manufacturing Company damaged by
fire tonight causing a loss estimated
,
Where Farmers of Pulaski County, at $225,000. Two firemen were se- Appeal Taken.
Philadelphia, June 9. An appeal
burned by a falling wall
Illinois, Are Wiser Than Those
, verely
was immediately taken to the supreme
of New Mexico,
which overwhelmed them.
court of the United States. The de
fendants are Thomas Campbell, Mar- Cairo, 111.. June 9 The farmers of FOUR KILLED ON A
shall Parrish, Humphrey Owens, Har- - Pulaski county have solved the prob RAILROAD CROSSING
ry Stempf, George Turner and Albert lem of turning strawberries into auto- - j
rura. iney were hiimicu i
""o muuues. ine sirawueny uiop in mat Haverstraw. N !Y Tnno q Pnn
the Washington authorities made a county has brought a quarter million persons were killed and one seriously
raid on the bucketshops in Baltimore, dollars to the farmers and from, the iniured here todav whn a
innnttcp
Philadelphia, Jersey City and New profits many have bought automo- - struck a coach returning from a fun- - biles.
York- eral.
s,

Yi -

newspaper

I

9. Pellagra
St. Louis, June
and
nerve splitting were themes that oc- cuPiel tne meeting of the American
Medical Association. Dr. W. W. Grant
Denver urged the latter as a cure
tor paralysis.
He asserted that paralysis can be
urelwue "J surgery auu demon
strated by means of a case in which
auto-vastlthe nerve of motion in the face has
been severed by a bullet, causing pa-- !
ralysis of half the face and one shoulder.
Dr. Robert Abbe of New York, de- clared in a paper, that in the seven
'years he had been using radium, it
gation of All Imperial Decrees
had never failed to effect a cure of
on Subject.
cancer on the lip. He advocated its
Madrid, June 9. At a meeting of use in the cure of tumors.
convention
tho rahinot nvosirlpil nvnr bv TCinp- A l.i Bv a risine- - voto th
fons( toda
premier Canale Jas de- - unanimously approved the Owen bill,
manrlprt that the envernment inaii!?ii. in the Senate nrnvidinc for n niililin
rate its religious urogram, bv the rec- - health department.
ognition of absolute freedom of con HEIKE TRIAL HAS
science through the abrogation of all SULPHURIC ACID PLANT
ALMOST CLOSED.
DESTROYED BY FIRE.
imperial decrees inhibiting public
y

FOUNDER OF TID BITS
DIED THIS FORENOON.

i.

...

pieces. The wite also is said to have
m"
set fire to the house after killing been murdered as were all the men
the woman. The woman's arms were m the building,
numbering about
partly burned off. It is said that Mrs. twenty. Later the five or six gendSchultz was worth half a million and armes in the town met a similar fate.
The people of the town were terrifkept a large sum in tlhe house.
ied. Many fled in the direction of

cheerfulness. Jeffries himself is en- - last evening in this city and are prtatirely satisfied with his present condi--; oners in the city jail, where the baby
tinn anH dpiarps if his battle withialso is held. The arrest was made
Jolhnson were but ten days off, hejon a Message from the sheriff of
be in perfect trim. Said Jef-- j lahoma City, the tiro of prisoners
fries today: "I will be prepared. Any having been in Denver only three
one who thinks I will likely tire easi- - days.
According to information given out
ly is fooling himself. I could fight all
by the police, Canning and his wife
day if necessary."
quarreled and the mother threatenJohnson is Smiling, Too.
San Francisco June 9. Al Kauf- - ed to sue for divorce. About a week
man, who is soon to fight Sam Lang-- i ago, in the middle of the night, it is
t chareed. Cannine stole into the wife's
wh'wo
hi
artflrS
Jack Johnson's camp this morning, room, snatched the sleeping babe
and will train there. The arrival of. from its mother's arms, and fled in
Kaufman mpnns hoaw wnri.- fnr John- - an automobile 100 miles across the
son. For the next week or ten days country where a train for Denver
Canning's mother, it
they are expected to put on gloves was boarded.
often in ring work bouts. Johnson is is charged, awaited him in the
pleased over the prospects of mobile and accompanied him in flight,
lively sparring clashes with the;
brawny blacksmith and seems to have, FREEDOM OF CONSCIENCE
IN SPAIN
DEMANDED
forgotten all about his managerial!
troubles.
The "erolden smile" was!
once more in evidence.
Premier at Cabinet Council Asks Abro- -

ti

teleCity, Juno 9. With
graph wires cut and operators murdered or forced to flee, definite information is lacking as to the present
situation at Valladolid, Yucatan, the
scene of a bloody massacre by Indian
insurgents several days ago. The
government authorities here estimated the number of killed at forty.
More than 2.000 Indians are said to
have been engaged in the attack upon
the towns. At last accounts the insurgents he!d the town, having fortified themselves in the jail and other
buildings.
Federal and state troops and volunteers numbering more than 2,000
men, are concentrating at Dzitas, a
short distance from Valladolid, and
are about to march upon the rebels,
according to advices.
Reports as to the cause of the outbreak are conflicting. Some declare
that it began with a protest against
certain orders issued by the civil officer in charge of the municipality
known as the "jefe politico," while
others say that it was the result of a
drunken spree. Whatever its origin
it appears to' have had some sem- biance 0f organization and is said to
have been
n,alnr.n- l,v "nnlitinal

:
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WORTH.

$10,000

UPRISING TOO.

Local Officials Do Not Hesitate About
Calling for Troops Although Insurgents Are But Few.

E. Peary, who

j

Oj;
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AN0THER

HAS ITS
INDIAN

Rudolpjr Francke Demands Damages
fop'Narwhal Teeth and Furs That
Commander Charged for Fare.

j

,t

15

men w c i v ; mo. ill.. .
c i.
.tune .'. i ui
severe iei e
two fatally injured, and six swept down the Ohio river in this
s
seriously hurt, when the St. ' tion early tl'!s morning, uprooting
Louis iron Mountain & Southern fast trees, hnwi'ng down telegraph poles
mail train for Texas was wrecked and chimneys. The ferry boat Three
near the city limits early today. The; States was b'own from iier moorings
train jumped the track, while round-- and carried down the river. Her fate
ing a carve and crashed through the. is as jet unknown. It is believed that
walls of the building of the .Miller only a negro watchman was aboard.
&n
Much Damage at Kansas City,
Manufacturing Company.
dead;
and fatally injured were trainmen.
Kair-aCity, June ft. Lightning
killed Mis. Charles Hicks and prop- FUNERAL HALTED
erty estimated to be worth $1miHin
FOR AN AUTOPSY, was destroyed during a severe storm
here. Three and
inches
Young Colorado Springs Matron Dies of rain fell. Turkey creek, a small
as Result of a Criminal Opera- stream in the southwestern part of
tion Prosecution Follows.
the city, which normally is less than a
foot dee)) became a raging torrent in
Colorado Springs, Colo., June 9. .a few minutes and at places was ten
When the sorrowing friends were pay-- ; feet deep. Fifteen families who lived
ing the last tribute to the memory of along its banks were forced to
The water also
May Thornton and the family cate their residences.
houses.
Kleven
clergyman had finished reading a rose into business
prayer for the dead her body was Kr!s were marooned on the second
snatched from the grave by an officer floor of an office building. They
of the law, and the revelations attend- - "'ei'e rescued with the aid of a
The rainfall was general
ing an autopsy performed on it last launch.
night may involve a member of the throughout Kansas, but not so heavy
medical profession and lead to the ar- - as i( was here,
rest of several persons on a criminal
State Prison Unroofed,
Jefferson City, Mo., June 9 The
charge.
That the girl's death followed an op- - roofs of three buildings at the state
eration to prevent child birth was the prison were blown off by a heavy
finding of the physicians, who, under wind accompanied by a severe storm
the direction of Coroner David Law, which struck Jefferson City at 7
conducted the autopsy.
The district o'clock last night,
One building, "K" hall in which
attorney's offiffice is at work on sev-eral clews that may result in an ar- - SoO convicts were confined, was left
rest tomorrow.
without a particle of protection from
Mrs. Thornton, who was 22 years the downpour except the tops of the
old, was the wife of Jesse D. Thorn- - modern steel ce'ls. Two prisoners
ton, and the mother of a girl 4 years were injured slightly by falling tim-olThat she expected again to be-- , bers.
The main dining hall and the
come a mother was unknown to her
parents, according to their statement clothing factory were the other strut-la-st
Hires damaged. The loss is estimated
night.
Thornton, after the dramatic inci- - at $50,000.
For a time it was feared there would
dent at the funeral, left his mother- less daughter in the care of her grand- - be a general attempt on the part of
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Land of the convicts to escape because the
1001 South Webster street, and went lighting plant was crippled and the
to the home of a brother. He denied penitentiary was in darkness,
himself to callers.
The young wife died Sunday night COMMERCIAL PARADE IN
MEXICO IN SEPTEMBER.
at the Thornton residence, 22G East
Victoria street, after an illness of a
few days. At the eleventh hour Dr. Allegorical Floats to Celebrate Cen-Z- .
H. McClanahan was called to at-- ;
tennial of Independence in
tend her and the signing of the death
Neighboring Republic.
certificate by him led to the startling
Mexico City, June 9. The business
action taken by the authorities.
Dr. McClanahan gave the cause of ,llen of Mexico City are organized for
death as "peritonitis" and told the the purpose of observing in a fitting
health althorities the girl's conditon manner the commercial day feature
of the Mexican centennial celebra- was the result of an operation.
"Fd like to see the man who did tion during the coming September,
An enthusiastic meeting of business
it sent over the road," was Dr. Mc- Clanahan's statement to the aged fath- - mf n was held Saturday night at the
er of the girl, according to the latter, Coion theater and an executive com-whsaid last night the physician had mMee was named to arrange the
him of the 'nature of her tails for this day.
rt was proposed to have a parade
troubles when called to her bedside.
From all accounts the girl refused ot allegorical floats and the plan,
to divulge the name of the person who when presented later to Governor
Landa y Escandon of the federal
performed the operation, declining
trict- met
with his hearty approval,
in her last moments to go into
details with Dr. McClanahan and in- - He Save the business men their choice
of September 4 or 12, and it is besisting until the end that she would re- lieved
that the former date will lie
cover.
chosen by the committee.
Another meeting of business men
FOUR REVOLUTIONISTS
will
be held during the coming week
ARE RELEASED.
and the program
arranged by the
committee
will
then
be submitted for
Had
Been
Suspected of Taking
They
approval.
Part in an Uprising and in CusAll of the business men of the city
toms House Robbery.
have entered into the affair with a
El Paso, June 9. After having been 6WU" wl" uuu a;i nave agreeu io
in prison in Juarez jail since Septem- operate to make the day a complete
success.
ber, 1908, four Mexicans suspected of
being connected with the revolutionary effort two years ago, were re- DISTRICT COURT CONVENES
AT SOCORRO MONDAY.
leased from custody today, by order
Socorro, N. M., June 9. Judge Mer-rit-t
of the federal court. The men are
C. Mechem has returned home and
German Vargas, Porfirio Uranga Je
sus Martinez and Andreas Telles. next Monday will convene United
While the technical charge was con- - States court here. The civil docket
against the government, they eludes the case of the United States
are also believed by the authorities to vs. the Sierra Irrigation Ditch Corn-hav- e
attacked and robbed the customs pany; United States vs. Victoria Land
house at Las Palomas, Chihuahua, in and Cattle Company, and United
June, 1908, a day or so after the revo- - States vs. M. E. Williams,
The case against Williams involves
lutionary battle at Las Vacas. Three
men, Magon, Villareal and Rivera are a land fencing deal irr Sierra county,
now serving a penitentiary term in The hearing in the Victoria Land and
Arizona as leaders of the 1908 revolu Cattle Company case will probably
tion.
last three or four days. There are no
cases on the criminal docket as yet,
but there are some charges for invesKILLED HIS WIFE
AND THEN HIMSELF. tigation by the grand jury.
"Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Fleming Jones,
Los Angeles, Cal., June 9. Be-- at Las Cruces, entertained in honor of
cause, he said, his wifo loved another their fifth wedding anniversary, or
and he could not live without her wooden wedding. Several unique pres- nor die believeing he would be sup- - ents were received.
Among those
planted, E. H. Cowell, a mining man, present were Drjand Mrs. R. B. Mc- shot and killed his twenty year old Bride, Mr. and Mrs. James A. French,
wife last night and. then fired a bul- - Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Sims, Dr. and Mrs.
let tato his own head. He died an C. L. Hill and Mr. and Mrs. Frank T.
hour later.
French.
El Paso Herald.
killed,

sec-other-

1
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YUCATAN

prominent alumni. Mrs. Russell Sage
has given $150,000 to add to the dormitories already donated by her and
to build a great memorial tower 150
feet high on the campus.
Another Big Bequest.
Princeton, X. J., June 9. A bequest
by the late Isaac W. Wyman of Salem,
Mass., variously estimated at $2,000,-0..- .
to $4,000,000 it is said, was the
direct cause of the closing of tlhe
breach over the graduate college site.
It is understood that the half million
dollars rarseu uy me aiumni win now
go to the preceptorial system,
-- ,

i

j

Xt-York. June '.). And now it is
a "bath tub trust". Sixteen companies are involved in the proposed new
conibir.ati.in which is being talked of
in Wall street.
They manufacture
not oii'y bath tubs but almost every
other kind of sanitary enameled device. It is said that a rise in retail
prices of twenty to thirty per cent is
contemplated'.

Princeton, X. J., June 9. As the result of a special meeting of the board
of trustees, Princeton University today as an institution will acquire
$1,150,000 in gifts. The bulk comes
as a renewal of the offer made by
William Cooper Proctor of Cincinnati
and brings to an end the controversy
over the sale of the graduate; college.
Mr. Proctor in May, 1909, offered the
University $."1(10, 000 on condition that
the alumni raise an equal amount, all
to go to the graduate college.
This
amount is said to be pledged
by

j

Fraudulent Weighing of Sugar
ports Caused Charge of Conspir
acy to Defraud Government.

Im- -

New York, June 9. Charles R.
Heike, secertary of the American
Sugar Refining Company, and his two
former subordinates on trial with him
charged with conspiracy to defraud
the government by fraudulent weigh
ing of sugar imports, may know by
tonight whether the law holds them
guilty or Innocent. It is probable that
the summing up by counsel for the
rovemmmt .n tho Hofpnaa win he
completed and the case will go to the
jury this afternoon.

'

one-quart-

;

j

1
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WHO ARE SICKLY

IUMUJ.

Mothers who value their own comfort and the welfare of their children,
8
should never be without a box of Mother dray's Sweet Powders for Children,
Denver, Colo., June 9. The
fur use throughout the season. They
ion cost is fair tonight and
Break up Colds, Cure Feverishness,
cooler in north portion; fair
Disorders,
Constipation,
Teething
weather Friday.
Trouble.
Headache
Stomach
and
.
S
S N
V
S
fc
"X JV I: & 11 A Ar' - J 1
, , r
S-NEVER FAIL.
THESE POWDERS
"Friends" a simple story eloquently Sold by all Drug Stores, 23c. Don't ac( i ii a F
told. At the Elks' tonight.
cept any substitute. A tril package
Harmon Found Guilty In the dis- will be sent FREE to
m r rh
w..
any mother who
trict court at Las Vegas, Augustine will address Allen S. Olmsted. Le Roy,
Harmon was found guilty of murder
lii i ic st oiH! degree.
results of the first National Tubercu- - j
Thrown From Hose Wagon Walter
losis Sunday ever held, on April 24th.
Bierman had his leg- broken at Las VeThe report states that fully one- Also VARIETY FRESH YEAST
gas yi sterday by being thrown from
of the 33,000,000 listed com- eighth
the hose wagon of the fire company.
immicants of the churches of 1he Unit- Warranty Deed A warranty deed eii States bard the gospel of health
was ri'con.!ri in the office of the proPerfect fit that means comft ort
WE GIVE CASE KEG1STFR TICKET b
on Tuberculosis Sunday,
and that
Jt was from Miguel
clerk
bate
today.
WITH
ALL 'CASH PURCHASES
number of people wno were reach and coolness custom
Kodi iguey. and his wife to Charles li. the
style that
in
Barker f t" house and land in precinct ed by notices and sermons printed
i.
25,000,-im'ithe newspapers will aggregate
KV
'I'll'1 consideration
was $800.
gives a smart, dressy effect.
Hardly a paper in the country
Will Dedicate Bridge on July 4
. i
.
You are sure of getting 1,7
failed to announce the occasion.
Not the bridge over the Santa Fe on
From clipping returns received at
Delgado street, but the fine bridge
both these features in your
built by San Miguel county over the the National Association's headquart40
No.
Telephone
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.
Callinas at Las Vegas, will be dedi- ers, it is estimated that fully 20,000
summer footwear if you
newspapers, magazines, religious and
cated with due ceremony on July 4.
technical journals gave publicity to come to us for a
You Can Have That Piano Tuned
pair of
II. K. Finney piano tuner of Chi- this national event. For this assistNacago, is here for a. few days tuning ance on the part of the press, the
to
tional
Association
desires
at
express
the pianos
Loretto academy. He
leaves tomorrow for Las Vegas and its thanks.
will return again to call on his patmis
Although the movement, for Tuberrons.
culosis Sunday was handicapped by a
insure you an exact fit, whatever your
Regal quarter-size- s
mercury lack of time and funds, the National
Up to 84 Again The
climbed up to 81 degrees at 3::i0 Association feels that the campaign
may be and the new Regal models are accurate reproductions of the latest
o'clock yesterday morning. The rela has been worth while. Many foreign
custom styles. Just let us show you the new Regal Oxfords they'll do &r 'est.
tive humidity for the day was only is counties observed the day also. Plans
per cent, hence the heat was scarcely are now under way for a wider obser- The temperature at 0 vauce of the day in 1911. The active
noticeable.
o'clock this morning was 01 degrees
of every religious denomi- A year ago today the maximum was nation, besides that of the governors,
70 and the minimum 42 degrees with mayors and public officials, as well as
100 per cent of sunshine.
It was a that of other agencies will be sought.
clear sool June day, the kind we may
The promoters of this movement anggBBBBBSBSBBa
tSSamSBSSSBBUL
expect to have during this month nounce that they do not wish to interwhen people in the east and middle fere with the church calendar of any
suffer from humidity denomiifation.
west, usually
It is not planned to
and high flights of the mercury.
have a special Tuberculosis Sunday
A Gem
silent dramas as a regular church day. The plan is
among
"Friends," at the Elks' tonight.
to have the subject of health, and parDistrict Court at Las Vegas Rev. ticularly tuberculosis, brought up in
(John P. Moog of San Miguel, was ar-- I the churches for any service or part
MANUFACTURER
raigned in district court at Las Vegas of a service and as nearly simultanon an indictment that he embezzled
eously in all parts of the country as
JEWELER
$300 he has collected to put a new roof
possible.
on the parish church.
He was arrested by Deputy Sheriff Enrique Sena
EESffli"
20 YEARS AGO TODAY
and pleaded not guilty. Atilano Baca
was sentenced to six months in jail
528331
by Judge McFie for attempted criminal
C. M. Creamer began today bottling
assault. Jose C. Madrid pleaded the Aztec springs waters for table
guilty to embezzlement from the Sing- use.
'
er Sewing Machine Company and was
The militia company held a meeting
EVERY HBSCKIPTION OY WORK IN OT" R LINE DON K ToORDKR
sentenced to one year in the penitenat the office of Candelario Martinez
tiary. A number of merchants who Saturday night and signed the official
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
had failed to pay their mercantile li
is
to the governor asking
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
cense were repimanded and paid the application
thai they be authorized to proceed to
Send for prices for tnuninK mid lining
license as well as costs, Court was
furs and hides for runs and robes
eiganize under the law. They have
1.
'
then adjourned to July
been promised St. Francis hall
all
of
kinds
raw
for
furs
Highest prices paid
which to hold their meetings.
on
(Continued
Page Eight.)
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CHARGES AGAINST PATENT MED-CANON
SANTA KK, K M.
PHON K
ew Mexican is informed that;
Tne
ICiNES.
ROAli
BLACK
"
tion. ranic springer win noi
"
ll
of
Most
the
patent,
against
charges
5S2&8
jne
II!
as a class have no lounda- - low his name to be used in connection
It does not pay to buy poor tools. They not only "go wrong," but aggre-vat- e Ill
tion in fact and are manifestly unfair1 with the Republican nomination for
the man who uses them.
and unjust.
delegate to the 52nd Congress. Never- You will lose your temper if you use poor tools; but you won't lose
theless he is about as stong a man as
1
stand-a.
There are
large number of
your temper if you use our tools, because they are properly tempered.
ard remedies like Lydia E. Pinkham's cculd be mentioned.
We have the "edge" on the hardware business in this town, because we
Abe Gold, tho San Francisco street
Vegetable Compound used in thou-- i
sell the best and do not overcharge those who give us their confidence.
sands of American Homes which have merchant, it is understood, will make
saved hundreds of dollars to families sn
fcrt to capture the Democratic
a nomination for assessor of Santa Fe
who could not afford to consult
Phone Kit's Hardware
We have, t.
SUCCESSORS TOJ. D. MULLIGAN
?ne
0 No. 14.
physician, and they have answered county.
11
11.. ....
iU,
inn
flu
'"'",0'1 "1UtU,)
The name of John P. Victory is be
mentioned
for the Democratic
ing
MILLIONS ARE BEING EDUnomination as probate judge in this
.
FUNFRAL DIRECTORS
fj
CATED ON CONSUMPTION. county. He is at
present school suAND RETAIL
of
the
county.
perintendent
$
125
of Church-Goer- s
Heard
"AHr,IHT 130 RED
,
a
Fred
is
Martinez
looming up as
Health Gospel on Tuberculosis
RATON
DONE.
PICTURE FRAMING TASTEFULLY AND SATISFACTORILY
caLdidate for Congress on the DemoSunday Part of Campaign
YANKEE
cratic ticket. The party might look
to Stamp Out Disease.
CERRlLLOvS
a long way and not find a better repre- Mr. Martinez Spring- sentative
than
Over 4,000,000 church-goers- ,
nearly
er Stockman.
Anthracite Coal al) Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
40,000 sermons and
preachers, and
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
more than 1,250,000 pieces of liter-- j
In sickness, if a certain nerve goes
ature, are some of the totals given in
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
a preliminary report issued today by wrong, then the organ that this nerve
85
Telephone
Telephone 85
the National Association for the Study j controls will also surely fail. It may
the
or
and Prevention of Tuberculosis, of
be a Stomach nerve,
it may have
gjven strength and support to the
State of Ohio, City of Toledo, Micas ' Heart or Kidneys. It was Dr. Shoop
that first pointed out to the vital
county, ss:
ACT
SOLE AGENTS FOR
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he truth. Dr. Shoop's Restorative was
is senior partner of the firm of F. J. not made to dose the Stomach nor to
As a Protection for yourself demand aiiAbstruct Ito you know whether
Cheney & Co., doing business in the temporarily stimulate the Heart or
you have an absolute title to the property which vou now own?
method
That
City of Toledo, County and State Kidneys.
ic
Wholesale and Retail Dealers
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay is all wrong. Dr. Shoop's Restorative
T Kealty & Insu- -'
THE SAW FE
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOL- goes directly to these failing inside
ranee Agency
LARS for each and every case of Ca- nerves.
The remarkable success of
Flour, Haj, Gram, Potatoes,
tarrh that cannot be cured by the use this prescription demonstrates the
Santa Fe, N, M
Citron Block
Tel Black 76
wisdom of treating the actual cause
of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
Salt ani Seeds
FRANK J. CHENEY,
of these failing organs. And it is in
Sworn to before me and subscribed deed easy to prove. A simple five orf
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE
in my presence, this 6th day of De- ten days test will surely tell. Try it
once, and see! Sold fcy Stripling Burcember, A. D. 1886.
P1AMOKPO
Qm
A. W. G LEA SON,
rows Co.
(Seal.)
MANUFACTURER OF
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Inf
MEXICAN
"!!!! ric!"
JUST RECEIVED NEW SHIPMENT OF
ii
ternally, and acts directly on the
Fttlati by
Right Goods
and mucous surfaces of the sys1
Date Methods
Right ServiM
$ blood
tem. Send for testimonials free.
(I
&
3
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
China and
Cut
?!
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
14-t- t
cr- MTn
Red
345 San Frnelco t.
ti. W
Telephone Nc
No Need to Cut.
S E. Corner of Plaza.
Take Hairs Family puis for con- rii
H
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WHOLESALE
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Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.

j

Ail kinds of Garden and Fi Id Seeds.
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REAL ESTATE

SURA1CE

International Stock Food
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FRESH EGGS
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miles and a population of 60,000,000.
has 261,000 square
miles and a population of 47.000,000.
Washington, Oregon, Idaho and Montana have ::iii;,7iiu s piare miles and
not more than ::,noi(,iiii0 population.
How many happy and prosperous men,
women and children will these four
great commonwealth-- ; support when
careful and intelligent use is made of
their matchless resources?
"I'mler irrigation the tendency is to
greatly restrict the size of the farm
unit. Experience
teaches that in
most irrigated districts it is impracticable for a farmer to cultivate a
large holding. As a consequence the,
average farm under ditch is much
smaller than in the li timid regions.
Thus provision is made for a larger
farming population with a corresponding increase in tne production of
farm products,
thereby
ndding im-- .
to the country's wealth. Ir-- ,
rigation is the most practicable in-- ,
surance against crop failure, and it re-lieves the farming industry from the
element of chance.
"Irrigation invariably means inten- and tins in turn
sive cultivation
means larger crops.
the
Through
use of smaller tracts the country districts have become so thickly populated they resemble suburbs of large
cities; but there is no congestion nor
is there the menace of an underfed
and poorly housed population.
It
means the farm village, lighted by
electricity, furnished with domestic
water through pipes, and telephones
and automobiles and other conveni-ences. It means a union of the social
features of town and the healthful
ones of country life and, as some one
has well said, 'the disappearance of
lonesomeness without the worse evil
of overcrowding.' "

DOUBT DISAPPEARS

TEH ACRES
No One in Santa Fe Who Has a Bad
Back Can Ignore This Double
Proof.
Does your back ever ache?
Have you suspected your kidneys?
Backache is kidney ache,
With it comes dizzy spells,
Sleepless nights, tired, dull days,

Austria-Hungar-

IS
Irrigation Congress Seeks to
Educate New Settlers in
Intensive Farming

Distressing urinary disorders.
Cure the kidneys to cure it all.

Doan's Kidney Pills bring quick relief.
Bring thorough, lasting cures.
You have read Santa Fe proof.
Read now the Santa Fe sequel.
Renewed testimony ; tested by time.
Manuel Delgado, 140 Canon street,
Santa Fe, N. M., says: "The public
statement I gave in favor of Doan's
Kidney Pills in 1902 still holds good
and I now readily confirm every word
I then said about them. For four or
Ave years I was subject to attacks
of backache which were so severe at
times that I was unable to work. I
tried various remedies said to be cures
for troubles such as I had, but noth
ing benefited me until I procured
Doan's Kidney Pills at Stripling, Burrows & Co.'s drug store. They quicka
ly proved their worth and effected
exMy
been
cure which has
lasting.
perience with Doan's Kidney Pills has
been so gratifying that I gladly recommend them."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo,
cents. Foster-Milbur- n
New York, sole agents for the United

TOO

WATER

MUCH

WASTED

Quarter of Billion Dollars Value
of Crops Under New Irrigation Projects.
Chicago, 111., June ft. Discussing the
purposes of the National
Irrigation
Congress in an address following a
luncheon in his honor at the Hamilton
Club here, R. Insinger of Spokane,
chairman of the board of governors.
sa'd "lat in addition to saving the

'
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Laundry

KER R'S

street-railwa-

y

g&msamaaaxim

For over nine years I suffered with chronic
constipation and during this time I had to take
an injection of warn water once
every 34 hours
before I could have an action on
my bowels.
l
Happily tried Cascarets, and today I am a well
man.
During the nine years before I used
Cascarets 1 suffered untold
misery with internal
pi'es. Thanks to you, I am free from all that
this mnrmnif. You can use this in behalf of
B. F. Fisher, Roanoke, Hi,
humanity.
Pleasant. Palatable. Potent. Taste Good.
Do (roo'l Never Sicken. Weaken or Gripe.
i'Jc. 2:c ;0c. Never sold in bulk. The gen-um- e
tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to
cure 01 your
930
money back.

service

furnished by plans operated
with electric railways,
for t T and 19U2; an analysis of incandescent ami other varieties of
light in- - service as well as motor service and number of meters, by
stales,
1!"7 ami 1:ii2: and income, by states.
and 19n2.
The maps art' three in number and
tne Urst shows the geographic divisions; and the second and third, central electric stations, gross income,
l!"i7 and Hue.
There are seven diagrams, the first
rtlaiing to central stations and electric railways, by character of primary
power. 1!H)7 and 'MV. The second refers to centra stations, by character
01 primary power, HhC and 19u2.
The
in connection
.

1

forests, storing the Hoods, reclaiming
the deserts and swamps and making
homes on the land the organization
also aims bringing a better and more
intelligent class of settlers to the
country, with a view to the utilization
of every opportunity offered by in-- '
tensive farming to increase produc- tion and decrease the cost of living,
He added among other things:
act.'
"The National Reclamation
itates.
ConUnited
States
the
by
adopted
Kenaber the name Doan's and gress in 1902, is the outgrowth of
take no other.
years of work by this organization to
obtain the enactment of such a law.
.This has given the country 25 projects
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
representing the reclamation of
of Nature's Re198,000 acres of land at a cost of, The Conservation
sources.
more than $30,000,000, while 13 pro-MASONIC.
Applies as well to our physical state
jects held in abeyance until the com- pletion of the foregoing, will add 3,- as to material things. C. J. Budlong,
Montezuma Lodge No 270,000 acres more to the
Washington, R. I., realized his condi1, A. F. & A. M. Reg ing area of the United States. This tion, and took warning before it was
communications
ular
total of 6,468,000 acres will furnish too late. He says: "I suffered severefirst Monday of eac! homes for 3,500,000 persons and add ly from kidney trouble, the disease bemonth a Masonic ha: several hundred millions of dollars to ing hereditary in our family. I have
m.
at 7.30
the taxable property of the various taken four bottles of Foley's Kidney
H. H. DORMAN,
states.
Remedy, and now consider myself
Acting Master
"The congress, which gained such thoroughly cured. This should be a
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
recognition at the Spo- warning to all not to neglect taking
kane convention, last summer, will Foley's Kidney Remedy until it is too
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1, have its 18th session at Pueblo, Colo., late. Sold by Stripling Burrows Co.
R. A. M.
Regular con- Sept.
under the presidency of B.
vocation second Monday of A. Fowler, of Phoenix, who has been CENTRAL ELECTRIC LIGHT
each month at Masonic actively identified with the organizaAND POWER STATIONS.
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
tion for years. It is promised there
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P. will be several thousand delegates, Second Census Report on This SubARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
including practical agriculturists and
ject Now in Press 25 Well Executed Half Tone Pictures.
irrigationists, from all parts of the
Santa Fe Commandery No. United States, Canada and Mexico,
1, K. T. Regular conclave also from 30 to 40 foreign representaWashington, June 9. The second
fourth Monday in each tives and diplomatists, heads of na- census bureau report, prepared in conmonth at Masonic Hall at tional and state departments, capital- formity with the act of Congress of
7:30 p. m.
ists and engineers.
June 7. 1906, providing that statistics
J. A. MASSIE, E. C.
"There will also be an exposition concerning central electric light and
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
of apparatus for raising and putting power stations shall be collected by
water on the land and representative that bureau at quinquennial periods,
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No.
exhibits of products of irrigated tracts is now in press.
14th degree.
Ancient and Accepted thus bringing together in tine heart
In Director Durand's letter of transScottish Rite of Free Masonry meets of the Arkansas valley the most com- mittal to Secretary Nagel of the deon the third Monday of each month prehensive demonstration of the value partment of commerce and labor, it
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in of irrigation in the history of the is stated that the statistics were colMasonic Hall, south side of Plaza. movement.
Colorado has a larger lected under the supervision of Wm.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor- acreage under ditches than any of the M. Steuart, chief statistician for manwestern states and, as practically ev- ufactures in the census bureau. T.
dially invited to attend.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
ery approved method of distributing Commerford Martin of New York City
Venerable Master water is in use in that state, there is credited with the authorship of the
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
will be opportunities to study the vari- section dealing with the technical feaous plans of supplying moisture by tures of the industry. The analytical
Secretary.
artificial means to the land.
taotes and textual verifications were
B. P. O. E.
"In the states from the Missouri made by Frank L. Sanford.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E., river to the Pacific ocean there are
The report presents statistics conholds its regular session on the sec- fully 3,000,000 acres under irrigation cerning the physical equipment, servond and iourth Wednesday of eacn or to be watered in the near future. ice, and financial operations of the
month. Visiting brothers are invited Allowing an average of 20 acres to a stations mentioned.
This census reA. J. FISCHER,
and welcome.
family and Ave persons to a family, lates to the calendar year 1907 and it
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler this acreage will support 750,000 per- is the second census of the central
sons. To this number might be add- electric stations that has been taken
Secretary.
ed 750,000 more, representing the since the census bureau was made a
number of persons needed to supply permanent office. The first covered
Knights of Pythias.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of the wants of these tillers of the soil the calendar year ending December
Irri- 31, 1902. In order to preserve the
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d and to transport their products.
of comparability of the data the same
an
claim
that
average
gationists
I.
8
at
in
month
in
o'clock
Tuesdays
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visit-In;- 10 acres to the family is high enough, fcrm of schedule was used to collect
but, to be conservative, 'an average of the statistics of both censuses and the
Knight's invited to attend.
20 is used. On that basis these 3,000,-00- same form of presenting the data has
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
acres would furnish a living, di- been followed in both reports.
JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. S.
The report is in eight chapters and
rectly or indirectly, to at least 1,500,-00to these are added general tables, appeople.
"Planted to wheat, producing an pendices, maps, diagrams and illusof 30 bushels an acre this ir- trations.
average
LADNS3HY
The first chapter is a general disrigated area would yield 90,000',OCOi
bushels; or 24,000,000 tons of hay, if cussion. The second gives a sumplanted to alfalfa while if in apples, mary of the statistics. The third reBest
Work as
grown in the northwestern states, lates to power equipment. The fourth
the yield would be 30,000,000 tons. covers line equipment. The fifth is
Basket leaves Monday Tuesday This
enormous tonnage would call for devoted to capitalization.
The sixth
Return Thursday and Friday. more .railroads from the great lakes gives
and
the cost of construction
AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop to the Pacific coast, millions of do- equipment. The seventh deals with
llars' worth of new equipment and the income and expenses. The eighth emMrs FO. BROWN Ajrent
employment of hundreds of thousands braces the technical aspects of the
Phone No 23 Red
of skilled mechanics and laborers in period.
mills and factories all over the counThere are 148 tables, of which 32
try. It would also mean more busi- are general in character. There are
ness for tlhe banker and merchant.
9 tables of the latter relating to com
"One hundred and fifty million dol- mercial and municipal central elec
lars has been invested in irrigation tric stations; 10 to commercial cenPLAZA BARBER SHOP canals
in 16 arid states and territories tral electric stations; 10 to municipal
and a harvest valued at $250,000,000 central electric stations; and 3 to cenFor i9 yearr the only
is the former deserts' response annu- tral electric light and power stations
first class tonsorial parlor ally to the intelligent application of operated by
companies.
water to the
valleys. The
The first of all these general tables
in Santa Fe.J
possibilities of reclamation and its is a comparative summary of comOUR NEW FITCH
bearing on the future welfare of the mercial and municipal central elecnation can be better realized when we tric stations, by states and territories
TREATMENT '
consider that fully 35,000,000 acres of for 1907 and 1902. The other eight
to
si guaranteed
cure, (not only arid or semi-ariland can be re- tables on this
show, by states
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair & claimed by irrigation,' in addition to fcnd territories, subject
for 1907, primary powother scalp irritations. We also the acreage now irrigated, and ap- er and generating equipment; substacarry a complete line of all the proximately 75,000,000 acres of swamp tion equipment, motors, transformers,
land by drainage. Between 10,000,000 meters, customers, and output of stapopular hair and facial tonics.
now engag- tions; analysis of service; analysis of
DE
LUXE
&
HTCH and 11,000,000 persons are
HERPICIDE,
QUININE
ed in agriculture in the United States income; analysis of supplies, mater!-- ,
BATHS BATHS BATHS
and practically all of the arable land als, and fuel; number of salaried emin the humid regions is embraced in ployes and. total salaries; average
Ageuts HUBBS LAUNDRY
u.e 6,000,000 farms under cultivation. number of
and total
Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your Tlhe average size of these farms is 146 wages; and analysis of miscellaneous
expenses.
laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays acres.
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
"France is a country of only
Nearly similar data are contained
All work is guaranteed; yocr
square miles and has a population in the next twenty tables relative to
socks are mended and buttons
of nearly 40,000,000, yet it is the commercial central stations and munisewed on you shirts, without
banker nation of the world and sup- cipal central electric stations.
extra charge.
The
The last three of the 32 general
ports its people comfortably.
PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122. German empire has 208,000 square tables give an analysis of arclighting
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and 1902; and output, by
graphic divisions, 1907 and l'J02.
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of the World

nd Inconvenience by Purchasing VVeiis

vz Money

Ftrgo

DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELED
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDER."
the Unitsd States. Canada. Mexico
Pyahk
and ait Foreign Countries'.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

J. D. BARNES. Aaent

Colloquy That Preceded Displacement
of Enabling Act By Conservation
Measure.
Washington, June 9. Upon the final
vote of the railroad or court of commerce bill in the Senate, Beveridge,
Representative of Indiana, moved to
take up the statehood bill and make
it the unfinished business.
Nelson, Republican, said he was in
favor of the statehood bill but asked
that the conservation bill be considered first.
Beveridge said he "would withhold
tne bill for a moment to hear Nelson."
Bailey said he "did not understand
that the motion has been withdrawn."
Beveridge replied: "No, I withhold
it." The Vice President: "The Senator from Indiana withholds it."
Aldrich: "I move that the Senate ad-

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
The Colorado

Rational Life

Assurance

Ccrapzny

Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A.

iltV

BERGERE. Manager for New Mexico.

Santa Fe,

Catron Block.

N. M.

journ."
"The Senator from Rhode
Bailey:
Island had better withhold tiiat motion until we see if an agreement can
CO
C. B.
be reached."
Aldrich: "I will withhold it for a
SPRINGER, NEW MfcXICO
moment."
Bailey: "I have no authority to
Offer9 irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw lands,
under ditch, SH0 00 to i 75 00 per acre, under cultivation
speak for our friends upon the comand highly improved, 800.00 to S175 00 per acre. These are
mittee on territories, and they will
home9 ready for .you.
ideal
arrange whatever agreement may be
made that is satisfactory to both
acre
Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00
sides. I think no arrangement which
on
govfire
RANCHES.
to
settlors
locate
We
RANCHES,
prepared
contemplates an indefinite postponeenter- l.ARfK
LARGK
eminent laud. We have irrigationmen
ment of the statehood bill would be
AND
are
AND
prises, needing capital. Moneyed
:
:
:
us.
SMALL.
with
to
invited
SMALL
correspond
possible, but with no authority to
IFY0U NEED ANYTHING IN NEW MEXICO, LET US HE4R FROM YOU,
speak for them, I imagine we would
consent to the suggestion of the Sen
ator from Minnesota, provided it
were coupled with a distinct under
standing and agreement that as soon
as that bill could be disposed of the
AUTO
statehood bill would then be taken
up and disposed of by the Senate."
Carrying the U. S. mail and pas- the rate of ?5.00 per hundred lbs. acSpecial automobiles furnished to
Frazier said he "would not consent sengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
to Nelson's' motion unless there is a Roswell, N. M., connecting with the commodate any number of passengerB
distinct understanding that the state El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Is- to make special connections with any
hood bill should be taken up and land Railroads and the Atchison, train at Vaughn, also to connect with
Xew Mexico Central Railroad at Torcompleted immediately following the Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
rance for Santa Fe, N. M., by coma.
arrive
m.,
8:30
at
conservation bill; but some of my as
Leave Vaughn
sociates on the committee are not in Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
municating with Manager of the RosLeave Roswell at 12:30 a. m, arrive well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
willing to go even that far, I insist
least 24 hours In advance. Rate for
upon the motion of the Senator of in Vaughan at 6 p. in.
to
50
Indiana at this time.'
lbs.
of
allowance
special $40.00 to accommodate four or
Baggage
it is certain that we each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point
Aiarien:
cannot agree upon anything now, and
I think we had better adjourn and take
the matter up on Monday when we

f

HARTLEY REAL ESTATE

per

ROSWELL

meet."
Stone: "We cannot agree upon any
thing tonight unanimously that postpones the statehood bill."
Aldrich: "Then insist 011 the motion to adjourn."
debate
Alter considerable
many
Senators favorable to statehood, see
ing no result in an all night session
joined in the motion to adjourn, which
was carried by a vote of 28 to 25;
only three majority.

CO. ROSWELL NEW MEX

J. W. STOCKARD, iv.anag: r
Look Over Your Suit

1

up

d
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IN CLASS

feet above sea level,
evert day. but
title raiu or snow durlug session.
Eleven Officors and Instructc rs. all graduates from statdard eastern college. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heatad. tight
ed and modern lr all respects
REtJENTS E. A. Cahoou, President; W
U, Qamliroj, Vice Preside.; J. Pbeips White.
Treasurer: W M. Atkinson secretary, and VV
A FlLlay
For particular" an1 lllnstratfo catalogue
udd res?

ex-

STATEHOOD LAID ON
SHELF BY THREE MAJORITY.

SCHooI.

--

Jt4
T3

RANK

men for college or (or
life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Ml litary School In the Union Located
on the beautiful Pecos Valley
the ;ardec
spot of the West at an e'evatior, :' 5,,700

:l

1

Inspector

Through Academic eoure, preparing young

AhvT

A

:.

geo-

ecuted illustrations, mostly half tone,
scattered throughout the report. It
is expected the report will be ready
for general distribution in about a
month.

MEXICO

NEW

Thi Wen Point of tht
Army ofcer Ijeunea by War Department

ether five relate 10 central electric
stations and separately refer to primary power, by states, arranged in
tne order of their relative importance
19ii7 and 1902, steam and water power, by states, arranged in the order
of their importance,
1907; capacity
of dynamos, 1907 and 1902; capacity
of dynamos by states, arranged in the
order of their relative importance,
twenty-fiv- e

THREE.

AGE

31.

Any lady reader of this paper will
receive, on request, a clever "No- Drop" Coffee Strainer Coupon privilege from Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis. It
is
very pretty, and positively prevents all dripping of tea or

M

silver-plate-

coffee. The Doctor sends it, with his
new free book on "Health Coffee"
simply to introduce this clever substitute for real coffee. Dr. Shoop's
Health Coffee is gaining its great popularity because of: First, its exquisite
taste and flavor; second, its absolute
healthfulness ; third, its economy
1 2 lb. 25c; fourth, its convenience.
No tedious 20 to 30 minutes boiling,
"Made in a minute" says Dr. Shoop.
Try it at your grocer's, for a pleasant
surprise. Sold by Frank Andrews.
1--

If you want anything on earta
a New Mexican Want Ad

IN FRONT OF OUR LIVERY

STABLE
you can nearly always see a rig get- after we have Cleaned and Pressed it,
ting ready to start out. We will send and it will remind you of when it first
one any distance, for any purpose, at
came from the tailor's hands bright,
any time.
fresh and new. We press the garmWe Answer All Calls Promptly,
and will be glad to serve you in any ents back into their original perfect
way in which a rig is required. One shape, and take out every spot and
unusual feature of our business is stain without the least
injury to the
taking invalids out for a drive at a cloth. We also clean ladies' dresses
regular hour each day. We' mention
it as an illustration of the many serv- and skirts and cloaks. Satisfaction
ices we stand ready to render.
guaranteed.

WILLIAMS

try
310

San Francisco

RISING
St. 'Phone 139 Red,

Julias Mnralter, Tailor
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenue.

.
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R. J, PALEK, President,
SANTA FE'S WATER SUPPLY.
J. B.
It is a splendid idea on the part of
Cashier.
Santa Fe has a splendid water sup- the territorial papers to print daily or
A,
L,
HUGHES,
Assistant tasiaer.
in some conspicuous place in
ply. In purity it has no equal in the weekly
adthe
of
a
their columns
synopsis
THE NEW- MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
southwest and in quantity there is vantages and attractions of their
P.
FRANK
STURGES,
A
for a city twice the size of the t own. The Las Vegas Optic, the RaPAUL A. F. WALTER,
) try ren
Vice Pres:dent. enough
Editor and President.
old town. But what when Santa Fe ton Range, the Tularosa Valley Tribtill tarn a
JOHN K. STAUFFER. Sectary-Treasure- r
gets to be as large as Albuquerque as une and other papers thus give their
A scrap
lit, will undoubtedly some day, or the towns invaluable advertising.
Santa Fe PostoJTice.
Entered as Second Class Matter 'it
day when it reaches the stature that book with those clippings would make
..$3.75 Ei Paso has today? Cities like San a comprehensive
Dailv, six iv.on'hs by mail
gazetteer of New
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
J I "A "5 ,. i i y
The Oldest
look
25
ahead
communities.
FraneNco
x
Mexico's
2.00
fifty
tor
years
..
progressive
. . .
Daily per week by carrier
year
Weekly, per
flaw IVFoxi;;;
7"i
1.00 water supply and the people at the
Daily, per month, by carrier
six months
Weekly,
65
t
Gate
have
Golden
mail
a
inaugurated
Daily, per month, by
.75
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
for the Hetch-Hetchvalley,
PROFESSIONAL
CARDS,
Daily, per year., by mail
$150,000
Capital Stock
eiiiy mill's away, so that they might be
COUNTY.
Profits
FE
Undivided
of
water when San Francisco
80.000
assured
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA
Surplus and
A 1TORNEYS AT LAW.
at the million stage of its ca- "
tc. arrives
sent
is
it
New
Mexfc-ain
Mexico,
V the oldest newspaper
reer. Los Angeles is spending mil-- !
The New
in ess in ail its
i,
"ansacts general banUi'.T
eTrctilatM
ami
a
has
growing
and
large
lions for a water supply of the future.
the
hi
Territory,
everv postoffice
CATRON & CATRON
favorable
Ej
terms mi all kin Js ..r
Loans monsj on the inos?
of the Southwest.
Should not Santa Fe take steps to se-Attorneys and Counsellors-at-Lasnnine the intelligent and progress ive neopie
and s
b .u; ; ; :i
1
and
euro rights that will assure it sum-- !
coKatera;
'tiuyi
personal
Office: Catron Block
cieiit pure water when it gets into the Santa Fe,
L;
:1'S
New Mexico
stocks in aSI m irkeLs tV iLs customer.
tj.: vs and
20.000 or 50,000 class? Just across the
t: ..wsier 5
teev;.-'.;-hk
and
3 domestic and foi ii n excha-imakes
range, twenty miles as the bird flies,!
5 of money to ait parts of the civilized wuiid on a iiber.t. tzrau- - 3
pR'CHARD
much nearer and more accessible than
Consellor-at-Lasexes
and
Hetch-He.tchtwo
the
methods
Attorney
to
of
the
San
as are given by any nio-.-- y
transmit Iri?. agency pi::; i: or T
valley is
poses and
EQUALITY.
or to Francisco or Los Angeles' water sup
Practice in all the District Courts
to
either,
in
result
would
good
3 private,
t.ierate :s :n . j
interest allowed .i turn
Under this heading Mrs. Caroline
is to that city, the Pecos flows and S'ves special attention to cases
civilization at large."
ply
S per cent per annum, on six months' or year;;' Ji.ne.
I ibera! ,s
Corbin of the Illinois Association Op-- j
clear and sparkling. At this very mo- - before the Territorial Supreme Court,
5
M
a
of
N.
makes
Office:
Blk
on
;.:ni
Santa
livestock
pre
Fe,
..';;': s. 5
made
advance
Woman
Laughlin
to
cons5.n:n.:;t:;
Suffrage
posed
LOWER FIRE INSURANCE RATES. ment, further down, great interests
' he
are
for
iki:;'-its
grantthe
in
waters
but
al!
Ur.s,
oi
executes
its
battling
orders
surplus
rather lame argument against
:ank
patrons
Sparc(,lv ., w(.(.k elapses but thai the
seems
it
Fe
that
Santa
could
establish
&
kindlv
HOLT
!i
SUTHERLAND
has
She
in
ballot.
a "id amr.j t; extend to them as liberal trciitmiii
redacts.
ing her sex the
bring the news of fires
j newspapers
favored the newspapers with a bulle- thai caused as much loss as the entire priority rights for part of the waters
Attorneys-at-Labank- - 3
souiid
c
is
as
with
consistent
and
the
on
prtneijiies
safety
Pecos
the
reserve both for power
tin containing the address and from it
Practice
as
in
Courts
District
the
I
in New Mexico and domestic purposes'. The flow of
he patronage of the $
5 injr.
Safety deposit boxes for rest.
the New Mexican quotes as follows to fire insurance paid
the Pecos at the mouth of the Macho ' wel as before ;;he Supreme Court of
are
to.
There
i.s
hist
amounted
is
mblic
solicited.
that
year
of
show the caliber
argument
rcspecfully
g
the territory.
comparatively few large' risks in the or the Dalton canon is many times Las Cruces.
New Mexico
being put up against suffrage
that
of
the Santa Fe river and would
Territory and the fire insurance busi bo
sufficient at all times to supply a:
ness is on a very conservative ami
" M want to be
men
with
equal
of 50,000 people. The river would
EDWARD C. WADE
.
the safe basis. It is true, a few of the city
wailed Mrs.
its own power to pump this
furnish
Clovis
like
town-Attorney-at-Laand
newer
cities
bein
address
her
English suffragette,
more fires than have cities like water through a syphon to Santa Fe
in the Supreme and Dis
have
Practices
lurfore the Chicago Woman's Club,
Santa Fe. Roswell has had half a for the Pecos at that point is several i.rict Courts of the Territory, in the
not
this
to
mission
country;
ing her
dozen fires, for instance, the past few Hundred teet higher than is this city. Probate Court and before the U. S.
once but many times.
weeks while; Santa Fe has had none. The proposition may seem chimerical Surveyor General and U. S. Land
"But what reason lias Mrs. SanderThis
city especially, on account o" its but it is no more visionary than San Offices.
son or any other woman, to believe
adobe houses, good water sup- Francisco's endeavor to gobble the wa Las Cruces
small
New Mexico
that the right to vote would make her,
status is a ters of the Hetch-Hetchbusiness
a
for
prosperous
ply,
valley
VV'LLIAM VAUGHN pROP,
in any true sense, more nearly the
very profitable field for insurance water supply fifty years hence.
WILLIAM McKEAN
equal of man than she is at present? companies, in fact, so profitable, that
Attorney-at-LaOne
Speaking for the sex as a whole, it is about time for a general reducin
NEW SOURCES OF REVENUE.
would it change for the better, her tion in rates. There are few towns
Mining and Land Law.
Cuisine ard
New Mexico
With a taxable assessment of only Taos
Large Sample
physical constitution, her mental pro- of this size in which risks are so
Table Service
even
or
Room for Comthe
$054,000,
cesses, her spiriual capacities,
city of Santa Fe is not
small and in which fires are of such
in an enviable financial position when
Unex
the weight and worth of her influence infrequent occurrence.
mercial Travelers
C. W. G. WARD
The greatest
m the mental or moral world? Would losses ever sustained here were in
the it is remembered that the bonded inTerritorial District Attorney
SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO
is $24,000 and the interest
she be better fitted for the rough work
WASHINGTON AVENUE
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
public buildings, such as the Capitol, debtedness
of civilization; would her collective the court house, St. Catherine's In- and other fixed charges exceed $S,000
New
Lss
Mexico
Vegas,
judgment of men and things be ma- dian School, Raniona Indian School, each year. It is idle to argue that
of
the
the
too
is
assessment
possession
low, although it
terially improved by
but on business houses,
AMERICAN AND
there has
W. A. FLEMING JONES
the ballot? Would it make, or has been no serious fire loss for. almost is commonly reported that one or two
EUROPEAN PLAN
Bonds
and
Investments
it made any essential difference even ten years and on dwellings the losses citizens alone are worth more than
U. S. Commissioner for the Third
in her power over legislation?
the past decade have been almost nil. the entire assessment for the city. If Judicial District of New Mexico.
cent
taxes
of
on the $054,000
''In the states where women suf- That, is certainly reason sufficient for every
Eastern and local bank references.
frage prevails, how many important giving Santa Fe business houses and assessment is collected the revenue Las Cruces
New Mexico
1
be
would
offices have ever been held by women
only $0,500, but it is a well
dwellings the very lowest rate made
In Colorado, during the first year after anywhere and it is up to the under- known fact that the entire tax dupliR. W. WITTMAN
cate is never collected. The city authe ballot was obtained, a few women writers to do this.
Draftsman
The fire loss of the United States thorities must therefore look around
were elected to the legislature, but
Copies furnished of records on file
Louise Lee Hardin, then editor of the and Canada for the month of May as for other sources of revenue and the
LACOME
Business Woman's Magazine at Den- compiled from the carefully kept rec- occupation tax and business license in the U. S. Surveyoi General's Office
New Mexico
ver, said editorially, that every year ords of the Journal of Commerce and are the most available. In many re- Santa Pe,
after women were allowed to vote, Commercial Bulletin shows a total of spects they are also the most equit- Propriett
iable for the business man who is tax
JOHN K. STAUFFER
fewer places were allotted to them on $1.8,823,200.
2t!'.t fires, ed, simply slaps
were
Public
an
there
not
was
During
additional
May
Notary
at
there
pertill
last
party tickets,
Office with the New Mexican Printa woman in either house of the legis- each of sufficient destructiveness to centage on the price of his goods and
Commodious Sample
onm
thus the tax is distributed over the ing Company.
lature. A well known woman of Utah cause a loss of $10,000 or over.
Some
fires
thirteen
entire
Santa
New
nom
Mexico
May
Fe,
during
community among poor and
adds to this testimony that 'the
Long fiistacce Telephone Station.
ination of a woman to an elective of caused a loss of $200,000 or more in rich in proportion to their purchases:
flee is now considered by all parties as each instance and of these the most Eut, even then, the revenue will meet
only the bare interest and cost of
an element of weakness.
It is no important ones were:
Ford City, Pa., plate glass works. administration and as to permanent
Steam Heated: Electric
longer considered essential to recogFIRST CLASS CAFE
Prom
improvements the prospects are very
nize or cater to the woman vote at any $1,500,000.
Lighted, Every Room
Kansas
and
Kan.,
City.
slim
a
is
factory
until
soap
there
better assessment
IN CONNECTION
convention by any political party.'
a Good One,
BARRANCA TO TAOS
such as Albuquerque,
Roswell and
'Woman,' says Mrs. Hardin, and it other. $1,500,000.
Shelter Island, N. Y., summer hotel even Las Vegas and Raton have, Meets Both North
South
must be remembered that she was a
FriKSS THE BUTTON WK () THK RKKT,
$250,01)0.
where
revenues
the
from
taxadirect
voted
and
had
Bounds
Trains.
thorough suffragist,
Cleveland.
Ohio,
furniture
store,
tion
alone
are
to
twice
five
times the
more than once in the earnest faith
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
entire revenues of the Capital City. cue north bound
that the ballot, in the hands of wo- $350,000.
train and arrives at
Oak Grove Ala., lumber plant, $:i(io,-000- .
PDLL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON
men would be an elevating influence,
Taos at 7 p. m.
The dog question in Santa Fe is
'have only followed where men led. It
Ten
miles
than
shorter
other
Elkhart, lnd., band instrument fac awaiting solution. The stray tykes
any
'If yon drop in at 5 o'clocx yon can get a hot
is true that they have caused the pastory $500,000.
that skirmish around for a hone to way. Good covered hack and good
Now
sage of some petty measures, but it
Bluff Point. X. Y., summer hotel, eat seem
to be on the increase. Many teams.
supper ready to eat and you will not have to
was only as a little sop to keep them
$500,000.
Of tllpm have Sllph ctnrvarl a rvii.:i von nr.
dciieto 2: a Ire 2ra.s
Tiling
in line for something which men had
' '
Our Increasing patronaore is the
Cozo.fcxta.'ble
Minneapolis Minn implement ware-:thwait.
u seem, a mercy to rel
thpm sender
beat proof that we merit yours.
promised a great corporation that, they house and other
ifrom
their misery. The concerts on
would put through.' It is well known
The May. 1910. ,
that Mr. Roosevelt and Mr. Taft, both olnnt
G.I.UPK HERRERA
"
I"" UUUS of
!... ,SUiU
tut:
"v'iu px,.,Mfw,'M.'w H1UI c
town set up by the curs at night are
Proprietor
of them inclined to woman suffrage in
chargeable against the same month not conducive to sound sleen and thf 13
their earlier years, have been strongly m istua, and the losses of this
..
jear lanmtro Hnnu Viir
u"m"B dlmj
impressed by similar views gained so far are now onlv about $3,000,000
over
flower
beds
and
day
upon the spot.
less than for the same period in 1900. 'Asking
are not of service to piety. The
AIJ, MODERN OONVKNIKNOKS
mi AJMiir
"Whatever good has been accom- The fire underwriters are q.uite dis- - night needs
revenue
city
and
therefore
let
plished by women in any suffrage eo waged at the present, time owing to
every person who thinks that he or
com-- ;
state, has boon gained by influence the combination of a
KllO
,1
lrnnn a. Jn.. ui a. uuzeu
orp
uug
quite as much as by votes, and the mission war in the east and a fa'l in
for
them, pay
the privilege and thus
sum of it has not been greater than the price of security values.
But certainly, tihat does not justify help to compensate for the nuisance
that which has been achieved in other
an
In
increase of rales in New Mexico. that the dogs are bound to be in a
states by the
way.
EUROPEAN PLAN
SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO
community like this where they ramno state has the ballot brought to wo
ble about at will without muzzle or
man an equal influence to that ex- - CAN'T BLAME THE TARIFF THIS
The only first class Hote! in Santa Ke, witli hot and cold water In
chain. As to the dogs that no one
TIME.
ercised bv men.
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best C'AFK in
to
wants
claim, there is a place for
Herm;m Sielcken a nmniinpnt Voit
"Is such false specious equality as
the
them
in
the
City in connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
existtheir
heaven;
dog
York coffee
testi
that, an equality founded upon the fied before a importer, recently
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention given to
the" House ence on eai'th is but an uninterrupted
committee
of
traveling
mere dictum of
without remen.
Give ns a trial if you want first class service,
miseT to themselves and a nuisance
of
declared
and
that
Representatives
or
to
fundamental
the
principles
gard
some years past the Brazilian to the community. Let the police get
power or character a real improve- jfor
coffee
Corner of Water St.
into the United busy!
imported
ment upon the present status of woand Don Gas par Ave.
:
80 per cent, or
States,
furnishing
men.
The brother of Postmaster E. C.
more of the nation's supply, cost the
"Every rational human being is a importer about 7', cents ner nound in Burke, has just given a remarkable
Do You Want a Crate?
stcial integer of a certain power andlls gm,n stlll(,. )hal its Cost to the demonstration of his popularity, which
Leave your order with
value. It may be roughly said to be im,)OI.t(,r, wUon nKlstc.,i, wa8 about 10 is the more notable as it occurred in
so
of
an
like
industrial factor
many
us this week.
these days of stress and storm when
tVlSlt fhcl avpnts ,,,,,, l,ol,nr1.
horse-powe20, 40, CO or perhaps no age
.j,.,, of
off(,e t() th(1 con?umer the Republican party like Halley's j
CHIMAYO
BALLETA
more tuan tu, or even a minus quan- - w.ls 25 cents per pound. Other im-h- comet is dividing itself into insurit may )0rters slate
tity, but like a steam-engin- e
and
stand
Mr. Sieucken's
gents
figThe longer you wait, the
patters and unless it
be put. to various :ises. A
tires are too low, aurl assert the im- - gets together will recede like Die
more chance you take,
or a steam spinning-jenn-y
may be porter pays more than 10 cents a comet. Says the dispatch :
that you will pay more
of epual numerical power, yet they pound for green Brazilian coffee. Omit
"Congressman James Francis Burke
would be of far different qualities as this, and still the wonder is that first- - received the Republican
nomination
THE
money, as prices will
One would be class coffee sells at 2 , :!0, and 40 without opposition. He had an opnon- industrial agents.
advance.
soon
301-30San Francisco St .
destructive, the other constructive, cents per pound. This is not to be ent for the Democratic nomination but
Or you might compare the electrical laid to the charge of the retailers, won out, in the
primaries. By so doing
Open Until 8. p. m.
...
......
power which would shatter a mighty .,..
,,i7
vmu.i. ii coLttuuoutru
Strawberries,
iicbcuruL, utrillg lutr
a
with
which
illuminates
that
wholesale
or
dealers
oak,
trusts, first man In Pennsylvania to have the
jobbers,
Raspberries, .
vast auditorium. There might be a As every American, almost, drinks undivided support of both Republican
Logacben
mechanical equality in the voltage em- coffee, he would like to know why and Democratic parties for Congress."
arid Blackberries.
THESE PRICES TALK
ployed in the two phenomena, but a the bean which costs the importer 7
Fresh VegHab.'ts
in
a
10
of
. very
or
in
cents
state
kind
the
costs
A
green
great disparity
poor English count yesterday
CHIMAYO PILLOWTO S, 50 each
Daily.
benefit obtained. It is clear, therefore, the consumer 2o to 40 cents per married a rich American heiress and
'
75c 11
NATURAL WOOL
that the. true meaning of equality is pound.
the jingo papers have a fruitful text
'
'
.
.
TVAR CLUBS
:25c '
not simple but complex; and we may
for long editorials as if any argument:
"
30c
TOMS
TOM
It has just been discovered that, a could change the hankering of a rich
safely argue that the voltage ot power
I5c "
BOWS and ARROWS
may be equal in men and women, counterfeiting plant has been in op- - girl for a coronet or of a poor count
NAVAJO BLANKETS
65i per pound and up
while it is employed for very different, eration in the penitentiary at Jeffer- - for American dollars.
Observation and reflection so City, Mo., for the past twenty years.
:.,.!
purposes.
The Curio Man.
The brewers declare that beer is
tend to show that the power of men in But hush, hush, Missouri is a sov- & COMPANY
the intellectual and political world, is ereign state and Democratic at that, more healthful than soda-wate- r,
but
At the .Sign of the Old Cart.
not greater than the power of woman Republican New Mexico must manage there is no use mixing in the fight ;
In the social, moral and spiritual life; Its penal Institution better than that let the druggists and saloon keepers.
but It may be very seriously question- - or else it will be told that it isn t fit scrap" it. out. May the best man
win!
ed whether an Interchange of the pu- - for statheood.
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WE A CHECK om
YOUR BILL,.

PERSONAL MENTION.
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ARE.Y0U

F. J. Solis, a wool buyer of Boston,
is at the Palace.
A. Frank, of Espanola, was an arrival in Santa Fe last evening.
Dr. Clara Hardy. a sightseer from
Beatrice, Neb., is at the Claire.
Boyd Wyatt and Uoy Wyatt of Denver are here on ea'l.le business.
G. 15. Ch.ipin of Arizona is a sightseer registered ;it the Coronado.
Miss lsa Coopi'v ()f ew Windsor.
Coio.. is visiting relatives in the city.
C. R Miller, a millinery salesman
from Chicago, is calling on the trade.
YV. G. Worden of this
city is at Las
Vegas attending the (!. A. R. reunion.
Professor .1. A. Wood has returned
from a visit to his former home in
Kansas.
K. .(. Fames, of Chicago, js here to
visit his son who is on a ranch in
Santa Fe county,
.fudge John U. McFie has returned
to Santa Fe from Las Vegas where
he held
court.
E. E. Van Horn, of the cattle sani-- i
tary board, went to Cerrillos this af-- :
Those who have never had a bank account know not the convenience of ternocn to inspect a ear of horses,
one. Each check you write is a RECEIPT; you know just how inuch you
Henry S. Beach, the wholesale curio
are spending; you've always "got money," and you can"t lose it nor be dealer of EI Paso, is in the city. He
'
Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
robbed.
is touring New .Mexico and Colorado.
W. H. Olcott, of the census bureau,
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.
returned last evening from Albuquer-'- ,
(jue where he looked after census matBANK &
ters.
Rev. A. Rabeyrolle. formerly of this
city, now at Las Vegas, has left for
a four weeks' visit
to his former
home in France.
BOY LOTS in the COLLEGE
R. A. Knight of St. Louis, and H. D.
Tefft, of Austin, Minn., are here on
OP
their way to the ISstaneia valley where
they will visit friends.
Colonel J. A. Wood, the well known
mining man from Kansas City, and
who spent some months here during
$5.00 down $5.00 a month, no interest no
'the winter, is at the Claire.
no toorthge, a de'd when the lots are
M. H. Severance, of Lyons, Kas.; J.
p.nd for You Cf.tt't afford to let a GOOD in
T.
Fitzmorris, of Topeka: G'Wge A.
ve.-t- r.
rt like ihis go by when it costs you
of Milwaukee: H. H. Linde,
Kleiner,
ix'een aad tvv third cents a day.
only
of St. Louis, are traveling men registered at the Palace hotel.
C- &
Prof. Frank H. Roberts, of Denver,
Sole A?ents in Santa Pe.
recently elected president of the
Normal University at Las Vefrom the Meadow City
arrived
gas,
u119 San Francisco St.
last night and left this forenoon over
the Denver and Rio Grande railroad
for Denver.
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FISHIN'MR. SPOHTIBAN?

Use the
If you are,

it:? Yrcfat.
-

wi!i;s:need-jiom-

you

tackle, and a few other
supplies. We've got 'em all, everything
that you need. Just call at our storecard
talk to GUR MAN WHO KNOWS, he will be glad to
tell you the best bait, the right fliesand anything else
you wish to know.

.:

COME IN AND GET AC.
QUAINTED WI'lII HIM,
IT WILL BE TO YOUR
ADVANTAGE.

His Time is Yours

lt:.u

is all new and complete in every
rl of ail
nur assortment of flies is larcer
and more complete, tht n ever.
We have lines, rods, reels, baskets, and everything
SPORTMAN; Come in and get next to our line and prices.
Our Line

j

UNITED STATES

SUB-DIVISIO-

1

CO.

TRUST

than ever before.

N

SANTA PE HARDWARE

k SUPPLY CO.

Wholesale & Retail
Dealers in

COMPANY

SSSJOFSOlff nm w

m

Wagner Undertaking Establishment

lit

ALSO

PINE LINE

--

2

- FOR

All kinds of furnishings from ctiinaware to stoves, and
table
raoe$, Also a tia H.ssrtment of deks. forchairs,
xhe
bfibies.
audJiat
Wagner folding
Tiiey are GRElT!!
L io& oer oar sto. k and see if there isn't
something to interest you

Chicago
New York

Cincinnati
Pittsburg

go-car- ts

s

Ornamental

League.
Won. Lost Per Ct.
15
26
.634
16
27
.628
19
21
.525
20

St. Louis
Brooklyn
Philadelphia
Boston
American

Doors.

21.

20
16
16

bj

1

n

u

New York

27
27
29
22
16
17
14
8

Boston
Cleveland
Washington
Chicago
St. Louis

.A;,

513

11.

.711

Id

.675
.644
.537
.444
.395

16
19
20
26
23
32

.378

.200

Western League.

Won Lost Per Ct.

Wichita

22
23

Denver

24

St.

20

Sioux City
:

;

SET

HI

RELIABLE DRUGS
wr.nd is AND MEDICINES
Lumber) because thoerfect in every particular ;snd Are the only kind safe to use. The
free from every imperfection of uncertain kind are very apt to do more
kaots, crocks and warpires. harm than good.
Every foot of it is thoroughly WHAT YOU GET
seasoned, dried and shrimk. so FROM THIS PHARMACY

are made to perfection from our
-

it can be absolutely relied upon
If the
can rely upon absolutely.
by carpent rs nnd bu kiers. aid you
is dear to you
household
of
health
your
archiw
all sensible,
do awake
prove your sincerity by coming here
tects hereabouts
and medicines.
mention our Lumber in their for your drugs
specifications.
& CompaDy.
--

STRlPLlNG-BUKiiOW-

Charles W. Dudrow
C. A. RISING
AG t NT FOR

S

Where your dollar buys the most.

Bills Bros. Monumental Co.
OP DENVER

ALL GKADKSOK MARHf.K A tiKAXITK
MEMORIALS AT RKASONABLK PRICES

Joseph

Palace Ave.

Santa Fe, N. Mex.

20

i.J
16

.550

.548
.545
.513
.476
.465
.465
.432

WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
National League.
Pittsburg at Boston.
Cincinnati at Boston.
Chicago at Philadelphia.
St. Louis at New York.
American
Washington at Detroit.
Philadelphia at Cleveland.
Boston at Chicago.
New York at St. Louis..
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
National League.
Cincinnati 13; Brooklyn 2.
Chicago 7; Philadelphia 3.
New York 7; St. Louis 0.
Piltsburg 0, 3; Boston 4, 2.
American League.
Chicago 5; Boston 1.
Philadelphia 13; Cleveland 1.

Detroit

Washington 1.
Western League.
Denver 11; St. Joseph 4.
5;

Lincoln 7; Omaha

Wichita
125

20

Lincoln
Omaha
Des Moines
Topeka

18
19
20
19
22
23
23
21

4

;

Topeka

5.
3.

Pacific Coast League.
Vernon 5; Sacramento 4.

TOP

THE

SEE ANYONE

WHO IS NT

THEToP

are

I

orstaythereway
the

VPl

BU5TE.R BROWN.
1.

REPORT
MONEY AND METALS.

New York, June

9.

Call money

2(fi

Prime mercantile paper 4
Mexican dollars 44; Amalgam-

2

4

51-4-

;

New
Atchison 104
Reading 153
1217-8- ;
Union Pacific 172
Steel 78
pfd. 116.
New York, June 9. Lead easy 440
ft 450: copper weak; standard spot
and July 12.2(112.27
Silver 53
GRAIN. PORK. LARD AND RIBS.
Chicago, 111., June 9. Wheat July
95
Sept. 91
Corn July 59
Sept. 60.
Oats July 371-8- ;
Sept. 35
Pork July-Lar- 22.50: Sept. 21.721-2- .
July 12.45; Sept. 12.371-2- .
Ribs July 12.85; Sept. 12.371-2- .
WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, June 9. Wool unchanged: territorial and western mediums
fine mediums 18ft 18; fine
i6
ated

Go

3--

Central 116;
Southern Pacific
York

5--

12(?tl4.

LIVESTOCK.

Kansas City,

June

9.

Cattle

Re-

including 150 southern.
Market strong. Native steers $5.50
ceipts

3 000,

southern steers $4.257.50; southnative cows and
heifers $3 (a 7.35; stackers and feeders
$4.256; bulls $4,251(6.25; calves $4
steers $5.508.10;
8.50; western
western cows $61(6.50.
Market 5
Hogs
Receipts 9.000.
to 10 higher. Bulk $9,451(9.50; heavy
butchers
$9.409.55; packers and
$9.409.52
light $9.35ft 9.50; pigs
$8.909.10.
Market
Receipts 3,000.
Sheep
steady. Muttons $4,501(6; lambs $7.50
(&9.50; fed wethers and yearlings $3
8; fed western ewes $4.505.50.
Receipts, 16,000; market,
Sheep
steady. Natives $3.506.00; western
$3.706.00;
yearlings $6.507.60;
lambs native
$5.508.S0; western
8;

ern cows $2,751(5.50;

COPTRICNY

HOfc.BYTWe

AT THE TOP.

BuSTER BROWN Co. CH ICASO,

WHY

DOE.S
CHOICE APPLE--

FRUIT

T-H-

ON

ToP?

MAN
BECAU-5-

Wfoe up those cfa?k pi fl'CCS
SB U822

t
W.

PACK THE
APPEAR-

WE

1

T0WNSEND & CO.

N
ARE

BUILDING

REPUTATION
HONEST DEALING

CLARENDON
GARDRN
R V.BOYl.K

CUREHDON

A

Mgr.

POULTRY

PANSY

FOR

PLANTS NOW.

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

YARDS

ARK SKM.IXK OCT!
FRESH LAII KfiGS every (lay

Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and JWhlto vVyandottes. Thickens
are yarded tn the orchard
under the trees and f;d on clean wholesome food
chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisonli)- - c
'!!y'
EGGS FOR HATCHING.
.

J0

This space next week for Electric Irons
and Electrical Cooking Specialties.

Light Company

11

ANCES COUNT.
GOOD CLOTHES DOES NOT MAKE THE MAN
BUT THEY ARE A MARK OF DISTINCTION.
OUR READY To WEAR CLOTHES ARE HAND
TAILORED, FORM FITTING, AND SHAPE RETHIRD LESS THAN YOU ARE
TAINING,
PAYING.
NooLDMoTH EATEN STOCK To PICK FROM,
PRICES RANGE FROM
2. 50 TO $20.00

6.259.00.

AND

WELL

vou on

Hour Electric ervice
n an
ro arch 1st.
Santa Fe Water

AT

Have
mr
dressed,
Good apparel "To reach

of

Paul

.477
.435
.410
.364

League.
Won Lost Per Ct.

Philadelphia
Detroit
f

19
23
24
23
28

You NEVER

1.

American Association.
2; Indianapolis 0.
MiimeaK)lis 1; Toledo 6.
Milwaukee 2; Columbus 2.
Kansas City 8; Louisville 0.
Southern League.
Nashville 3; Mobile 2.
Atlanta 1; Birmingham 0.
Chattanooga 8; Montgomery
Memphis 0; New Orleans 2.

HOW THEY STAND.

National

Harvard

REJOLVED!

1.

St.

THE HOUSE

2;

Brown 2; University

BASEBALL.

Dealers in Furniture

Carpets and Rags

Darthmouth

,

windows

Everything in Hardware.

San Francisco 6; Oakland 2.
Los Angeles 6; Portland 3.
College Baseball.
Princeton 4; Holy Cross 0.
Army 20; Colgate 4.
Yale 1; Syracure 3.

New-Mexic-

N t

SSTSS

txe.

WATSON

for his majety, THE
Our prices are lower

Take a little vacation next Sunday and
take up the Isaac Walton Fever.

Las Cruces

O

e

TIlE SAX'J a Fh

PAGE SIX.

1.

Louis Rocky

,!,

A

&
A LINIMENT FOR EXTERNAL USE.
Baby's coining will be a time of rejoicing, and not of apprehension and fear, if Mother's Friend is used by the
mother in preparation of the event. This is not a
to he taken internally, but a liniment to be applied to the
body, to assist nature in the necessary physical changes of the system. Mother's Friend is composed of oils and medicines which prepare the muscles and
tendons for the unusual strain, render the ligaments supple and elastic, aids in
the expanding of the skin and flesh fibres, and strengthens all the membranes
and tissues, it lessens the pain and danger at the crisis, and assures future
health to the mother. Mother's Friend is sold at drug stores. Write for our
free book, containing valuable information for expectant Mothers.

Company.

Railway

THURSDAY, JUNE

SANTA FE, N. M.

M fcJVt

PASSENGER SCHEDULE

board $50, on motorcycle.
Walter h. Miller assessed on motor- cycle $50.
Mr. Corbett, assessed $50, on motor- cycle.
R. C. Garrett, assessed $200, on auto-- !
mobile.
The board adjourned as a board of
equalization to meet at the call of the

9, 1910.

Tell some deserving Rheumatic suf- ferer, that there is yet one simple way
to certain relief. Get Dr. Shoop's
book on Rheumatism and a free trial
test. This book will make it entirely
dear how Rheumatic pains are quickly

j

killed by Dr. Shoop's Rheumatic Rem- edy liquid or tablets. Send no money,
j The
test is free. Surpris3 some
heartened sufferer by first getting for
him the book from Dr. Shoop, Racine,
Wis. Scid by Stripling Burrows Co.
j

The board of county commissioners
as a board of county comconvened
In i lT
March 1st 1910
Read Down)
(l.i'iul I' pi
missioners with all members present.
STATIONS
'20
n Mile
i9
There is always some person at one
The treasurer and collecter was di,2i
5oiT
Lv Ikv Motni's. N. M ...Ai'i
0
exemp- time or another who has printing to be
allow
to
rected
the
following
'..
f 8 20 ill'
f 4 15
done and if the work is to be first
Oipulin
tions:
f 4 05
f s
Vigil
f 8 50
f 3 45
Maria Torres de Ervien, Ft. No. 17 'class the New Mexican job printing
Thompson
f 3 25
'f 9 10
I'uiininKlinm
department can fill the bill. Why get
fro 1909 and 1910.
2 55
35
at Olifton Hpum' N. M Ly
1909.
21
for
j printing that isn't first class, any way,
H.
i.v
M
Pt.
,loe
12
5
N.
00
3
5
30
Ar
Katoii.
00
lo
Kays,
t
9 40
THE BRADFIELD CO., ATLANTA, GA, J. O. Kays, Pt. 21 for 1908.
since appearance today is of such" ini-- !
CliftoulloiiM', N. MLv 11 37
. 250
412; 42 Ar
1 12
I.v r f ton House N ' M A r 11 37
1909.
portance?
21
O.
for
Pt.
W.
Kays,
4 30
11 20
48
SPrpston
4 50
!Arl t- - I'hlrr.Iunction
I.v 11 00
21 for 1909.
Joe
Pt.
Burkhardt,
r 10
A
10 40
Lv
BOARD OF COUNTY
What a Summer Cold May Do.
In the matter of the building a
.!".7.T.'."."..
10 SI
Kofliler
5jio '
COMMISSIONERS REPORT.
summer com n neglected is just
A
a
at
Fe
river
bridge across the Santa
Colfax
tio 10
v..:...i "... ;:.;!" 65 50
i as
to develop into bronchitis or
or
.
9 42
apt
road
0
or
Canon
Vitomso
near
about
place
6 35
9 25
'11
., Cimarron
Ar.
as at any other season. Do
in
Three
Work
Much
pneumonia
Accomplished
Palace.
Castillo street, the board not being
8 55
00
Lv.
Cimarron
not
it. Take Foley's Honey
Session Which Ended
H 47
neglect
f" OS
Nash
in
to
law
as
F. J. Solis, Boston ; ; Frank H. H.
Days'
the
advised
fully
the;
.... Harlan
f8 37
9
f7 18
Made.
Assessments
Tar
it loosens the
and
M.
H.
promptly,
Commissioner
Today
Severance,
Roberts, Denver;
matter, by motion of
94
..I
7 35
Ttc Park N. M. Lv 8 20
heals
the inflamed
soothes
and
cough,
was
T.
H.
board
of
the
J.
chairman
the
Fitzmorris,
Ortiz,
Topeka;;
Lyons;
cold from
the
air
and
expels
passages,
R.
M.
Thi' Board of County Commission- authorized to make all the required
Connects with K. P. S. W Ry, train No. 121 arriving in Dawson, N, M. a, 6:15 p. m. B. Hening, Albuquerque; Mrs.
Connects with K. V. S. W Hy, train No. 123 leavint? Dawson N, M. at 9:55a. ni,
A. Klein- ers met at 10 a. m. June 6, 1910, with arrangements and to advise with the the system."
Silver
George
Koehler,
City;
Sta-irfor Van Hontcn N. M meets trains at Preston N. M.
William Duckett, Hon. I. Sparks, chairman, Hon. Alfre district attorney as to the law ana
er, Milwaukee;
O. te S. Passenger train: arrive and depart from DeMoines as follow:
SOUTH ROUND
I':
If you are in need of anything, try
NORTH
; W. E. Smith,
Kan.
Leavenworth,
do Lucero Hon. Jose Ortiz y Pino, report to uie uoaiu at uie "cii
No. 8. 10.44 a. m.
No. 1. 4.48 a.
a
New Mexican Want Ad.
B.
A.
1910.
H.
11
follow
49
H.
The
No, 2. 11.
lar meeting in July,
No. 7. 6 p. m.
Linde, St. Louis;
and Geo. W.
p, m.
commissioners
A S. Ry. at
S. b. Ry.at Raton and Preston with
Track connection witli A. T,
Miss
Isa
was
adoptin
C.
as
Amarillo;
resolution
C.
unanimously
Cooper,
attendance
Clerk.
ing
Spencer,
Closson,
Des Moines K P. S. VV. Ky. sit 'olfax. N M, and Cimarron & Northwestern at
New Windsor, Colo.; A. W. Colver, siu.riff.
ed by the board as follows,
Cimarron, N. M. which is depot or following station Ocate, Miami, Rayado
CHfcAP ROUND
and Red Lakes. N. M.
Whereas, the board of county comThis" being the date for the exami
Ute Park. N. M. is depot for the following stations in N. M. Arroyo Seco. Aurora,
de
Red
Ranchos
Kliz'iliethtowu.
New
Black
Lakes.
J.
B.
T,olK,
E.
Taos,
I'erro,
Questa,
Rnldy
Eames, Chicago,
Miller,
nation of tihe assessments the board missioners of Santa Fe county,
River City. Tulpa, Taos and Twining.
Claire.
RATES
resolved itself into a board of equali- Mexico, has noticed with pleasure a
uitly except Sunday
Daily. fFlag.
W.
H.
Hon.
bill
introduced
Denver;
that
is
Roy
Boyd
Wyatt,
Wyatt,
by
to
the
zation
examinaand
M.
VAN
proceeded
J.
J. DEDMAN,
HOUTEN,
WILLIAMS,
Dr. Clara Hardy, Beatrice, Neb.; D. B. tion of the tax schedules for the
TO ALL POINTS VIA
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M.,
year Andrews, delegate in Congress from
Superintendent,
A.
Col.
J.
Wood,
New Mexico, for the benefit and relief
Capperta;
Whiteside,
1910.
Hon.
Trinidad
Alarid,
county
f
M.
M.
N.
N.
Raton,
Raton,
Ratn, N.
i
Kansas City; R. A. Knight, St. Louis; assessor, in attendance to the board of Saint Michael's College,
H D. Tefft, Austin, Minn.; W. H. Ol- - of equalization.
ing and setting apart 200,000 acres
cott, Washington, D. C.
land
for said school;
A bran Romero ot precinct
was
HI
Now Therefore, Be it Resolved, By j
Gregg's.
raised on real estate $100.00.
tne Doai'd f county commissioners of
Henry Beach, El Paso; B. Kaster,
Effective June 2nd, 1910
1, raised
Felipe Romero,
East Las Vegas; J. T. Fitzmorris, To- ou personal propertyprecinct
New
the
Fe
that
Santa
Mexico,
county,
$100.
board earnestly urges Hon. W. H. An- ATLANTIC CITY
peka; A. Franksc, Espanola; William
Mrs. Kate Andrews,
$74.05
precinct
i
Silver
Jose
Baca,
Jones, Alpine, Tex.;
drews, to use all that is in his power
on real estate from $590
raised
to
i
to bring about the passage of the ASBURY PARK
City; ; Samuel Thomas, Tascosa, Tex.; $1,700.
$73.70
Clovis.
above bill; and,
Combs,
Floyd
Enos
on
3,
raised
Andrews, precinct
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Coronado.
$77.95
Be it Further Resolved, That the BOSTON
real estate from $50 to $120. '
Douglas, and all Points in New
Miguel A. Vigil. Socorro; Thomas! Mary M. Victory, raised on real es- board hereby extends its thanks to
$50.35
Hon. W. H. Andrews, for the interest CHICAGO
Murphy, Las Vegas; Walter Carr, Ala- tate from $910 to $1,010.
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
G..
Las
William
Vegas;
for Saint DETROIT
Holmes,
mosa;
H. H. Dorman, precinct 3, raised on he has already displayed
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
$60.35
B. Chapin, Xutrioso,
Ariz.; Teofilo real estate from $1,000 to $1200.
Michael s College, and the clerk is
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
Los
F.
J.
Byrd,
Chaves,
Lunas;
$44.60
Corbett & Smythe raised on real es- hereby directed to send a copy of this HOT SPRINGS
resolution to Hon. W. H. Andrews.
tate from $50 to $450.
&
El
$35.35
The Road Supervisor R. Granito, KANSAS CITY
ii
M. M. Adams, O. C. Watson,
agents,
was
to
authorized
what
real
money
estate
raised
from $170 to $550.
expend
INSTITUTE NOTES
ST. LOUIS
$44 35
h. A. Davison, raised on real es- necessary in his possession belonging
to the road fund for the purpose of NEW YORK
$75.15
The third day of the institute all tate from $562.50 to $062.50
Connell
C.
and
J,
Henry
as
were
members
Parsons, buidding a foot bridge at Galisteo, and
the
happy
present
fixing the Galisteo Arroyo at Cernllos.
as the first day and all members saidr raised real estate from $50 to $150.
DAYLIGHT TRAIN
There being no further business the
Edjar J. Black, raised on real es- "This is the best institute ever held
board
to
tate
to
of
from
call
the
the
$250
$350.
adjourned
in Santa Fe.'"
For Rites and full information address
BETWEEN
C. B. Berger and C. B.
Kountze, chairman.
There are several young girls atI.
O.
C.
Watson
Co.
SPARKS,
seem
to think this per
agents, raised
tending and they
A. FOX,
Chairman.
is better than the regular school. Mrs. on real estate from $1,200 to $3,000.
Attest: G. W. ARMI.IO, Clerk.
Mrs. John Becker, raised on real es
&
Dixon is always ready to explain anyA.
thing asked her and always likes ex- tate from $75 to $175.
El Paso Texas.
Cora S. Collingwood, No. 49 W. St.
The New Mexrca.. Printing Com-N- .
planations from the teadhers in re-Y., raised on real
estate from Many has on hand a large supply of
Train Leaves Santa Fe 8:45
gard to the lessons.
j
When the question of alcoholic $3,450 to $9,800.
paas anj tablets suitable for .school
a. m. Daily.
stimulants came up she gave us a C. B. Berger estate, raised on real work, the desk, and also for lawyersvv arson,
.
of
members
u.
and
the
talk
all
iinrl
irom
eaitue,
merchants- sr.iorl evprvwhere
good
agents,
Wp
the institute were ready to say that $625 to $1,100.
For information regarding freight
will sell them at 5 cents in book toru
F. E. Simonton, E. C. Abbott, agent,
every saloon be closed in the city to
and passenger rates etc. Call
raised on real estate from $100 to $200.
save the city from crime.
Mrs. Otto Retsch, raised on real esThe students are responding with
CTO-NIGH- T
at city office, Laughlin Block
dia- tate from $1,018.75 to $1,618.75.
maps drawn, problems solved,
Amado Gutierrez, raised on personal
grams drawn which was not the case
or Phone 145.
on the first day. The students are property from $285 to $335.
P. E. Moisson, L. B. Prince, agent,
not only trying to acquire the text
books' knowledge but are also study- raised on real estate from $790 to
J. G. EADS,
ing tihe best methods of presenting $890.
J. B. Myer raised on real estate
City Frt. & Pass. Agt.
work from the primary grades up. At
present there are five students from from $2,500 to $3,500.
Normal School
the Spanish-AmericaBuilding and Loan Assn. precinct 7,
of El Rito One young lady, a Mrs. raised on real estate from $36 to $85.,
Amelia Martinez is a grand daughter J. G. Schumann, agent.
F. Palmer, raised on rea! estate
of Padre Martinez, one of New Mexico's' old educators, who at his own ex- from $400 to $900, precinct 7, raised
FE
pense printed little books, distributed on personal from $800 to $1,000.
Jose Abel Anaya raised on improvethem among the children and himself
acting as teacher, tried to teach these ments from $100 to $210, precinct 8.
aml ,eturn
children all he could. His was the
Dr. J. A. Miller and wife, raised on
Embudo
$2.65
first printing press in New Mexico real estate from $2,290 to $3,290, pre-- ,
'
"
and !he published the first newspaper cinct 17.
Tres Piedras
4.55
in the Territory. He is called the fathMiss Jennie Perea, raised on real
er of education of New Mexico. At estate precinct 17, from $700 to $1,000.
"
Antonito
6.30
The Singer Sewing Machine
Co.
present a monument is being erected
to
his memory at Taos by the citizens raise-- i on personal property from $250
"
Chama
9.50
of New Mexico and a biograph of Mr. to $450, No.
Exchange Bldg.,
Martinez's life has been recently
JIn
Denver, Colo.
10.70
WagonWheel Gap
W. S. Williams, L. A. Harvey, agt.,
- - raised on real estate from $200 to $400.
J. G. Schumann, raised on real esOneway
Foley's Kidney Remedy may be
via
given to children with admirable re- tate from $7635 to $7950.
A. Windsor, raised on personal propsults. It does away with bed wetting,
On sale July 2nd, to 8th. 25th to 28th Aug 30th to
and is also recommended for use after erty from $460 to $620.
Geo. E. Ellis, raised on real estate
measles and scarlet fever. Sold by
Sept 7th. Sept. 24tr. to 30th. Limit three months
from $13,500 to $14,000.
Stripling Burrows Co.
P. H. McBRIDE, AGENT.
but not to exceed Oc tober 31st. 1910
Sargent & Hughes, raised on real
estate
from
to
$550
$850.
NOTICE.
M. A. Otero, trlustee, raised on real
estate Pt. 18, from $6807 to $9407.
Territorial
of
Engineer.
Department
G. W. Hickox, raised on real estate
Number of Application 437
Santa Fe, N. M., April 29, 1910. from $4875 to $5975.
PORTLAND,
A. Staab, raised on other
property
Notice is hereby given that on the
SEATTLE,
not enumerated from $2000 to $5000,
j 11th
day of April, 1910, in accordance
hand
ou
the
assessed
board,
money
by
TACOMA,
Laws
oi
Section 20, Irrigation
j with
$2000.
VANCOUVER
1907, L. A. Hughes and Geo. W. Prich-jarIn the matter of the return of N.
of Santa Fe, County of Santa Fe,
& VICTORIA
Rigs,
the board sustained the report
Salmon,
Territory of New Meixco, made an ap-- l as
originally returned by Mr. Salmon,
niiratinn to tbfi Territorial Engineer
On sale May 28th to June 3rd, Jnly 9th to 16;b. Limit
being at a total amount of $9175.
of New Mexico for a permit to ap- this
John
assessment
The
made
against
as above
propriate from the public waters of H. Walker, was changed by the board
Mexico.
New
the Territory of
from $300 to $200 on personal propSuch appropriation is to be made
erty.
a
Meander
at
from Rio Grande
in
point
of
in
A. B. Renehan,
assessed by the
Cor. No. 9 of Cochiti grant bears N. board $200, on automobile.
--'
means
375
of
feet by
60 degrees west
C. V. Catron, assessed by the board
diversion and 500 cu. ft. per sec. is to $200, on automobile.
--'
be conveyed to power house which is
RIGHT.
A. H. Case, San Pedro, assessed on
1200 ft. S. 80 degrees E. of intersec- automobile $200.
tion of boundary of Cochiti grant and
Mr. Pratt, assessed by the board
Rio Grande by means of ditches, etc., $50, on motorcycle.
DtH.6a.par Avenue
and there used for power purposes,
Dr. A. J. Casner, assessed by the
waater being returned to river.
The Territorial Engineer will take
this application up for consideration
It la an admitted fact that real esOn sale daily after June 1st return limitOct 3lst 1910.
Pain anywhere stopped in 20 min- on the 28th of July, 1910, and all perimi'retu;(i aim Should Know
about the wonUertul
tate, financial men and merchants all utes sure with cne of Dr. Shoop's Pain sons who may oppose the granting
MARVELWhirlingSpiay
'A'be new
say that quickest and b8t results are Tablets. The formula is on the
yrlnirc.
of the above application must file
Other California Excursions run daily Juae 1st, to Sept.
Bent il oat conven- obtained by advertising in the New
ic:it. It cleanses i
afbox. Ask your Doctor or Drug- their objections substantiated with
'
lnataiitlv.i
30tn at slightly higher fart s than quoted abovt.
Mexican.
gist about this formula! Stop woman- fidavits (properly backed with appli- Ak four drtiKritf or It.
ly pains, headache, pains anywhere. cation number), with the Territorial MARVEL. &rfDt no
Call on or address H, S. LutZ, Agent, Santa Ffi
but Bend Btatup for
Rebound When excellent worx can Write Dr. Shoop, Racine Wis., for free Engineer on or before that date.
other,
I Illustrated hook
sealed. It elres
VERNON L, SULLIVAN,
iArttculfirn uul (UremWmtt In.
be done right at home. Consult the trial to prove value. Sold by Stripling
alnmlB to ladles. HAKVt'.L O.
Co.
Burrows
Territorial
Engineer.
New Mexican Rindery.
l
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A- -

La-Vet-

icgu-Armij-

o

111

to-wi- t:

i

TRIP

1

i

maIXMlMWIIl

I

;

:ilif Mexico

Central

Santa Fe

El Paso

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

Southwestern

Paso

System

East or West

The Best Route

EUGENE

G.F.&P.

,111

111-

RIO

j

-

;

I

GRADE'S

fISHINS RATES

J

J

1

n

.

FROM SANTA

urninor
xeursions

TO

SEE

Best Trout

TO CALIFORNIA and RETURN

.

FISHIilG

Los Angeles or
San Diego, -

709-71- 7

the World

,$a

San Francisco

Portland or Seattle

Ticketsat Union Depot.

$35.20
45.20
60.90

TO NORTHWEST and RETURN

LIVERY

J

Fin
Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Cat! up

d

'Phone 8

TO THE EAST and RETURN

When Need
the
Anything
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished

I

RATES

j

CHAS CLOSES

Every WmaQ

25-ce-

I

ii

Chicago
St. Louis

----

$50.35
44.35

Denver

21.10

Colorado Springs
Pueblo

18.15
16.35

il

!

I

THURSDAY, JUNE

9, 1910.

COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS.

Santa Fe X. M.. June 7th, 1910
The Council was called to order by
the may.ir, the roil was called and the

CHICHESTER S PILLS
f'J--

There being a quorum the Council
proceeded to business. The minutes
of the previous meet ins were read and
approved.
Reports of officers were read and referred to proper co:nmi..ees.
The report of the city treasurer is
as fol'ows:
Treasurer's report for the month of
May, 1910. City of Santa Fe. X. AI.
General Fund.
1.(r.::.31
May 1st, balance
Receipts.
May Oi h
Lopez, Treas.
5 4. 60
Tax
May ISth, X. Sena, City M.
23.00
Fines ....
May 21th, T. P. Delgado, City
3

...

.$1,003.92

Total

Disbursements.
Wt. Xo. 1287. C. C.

May Uth,
Catron
Wt. Xo. 01. Theo. Corrick
Balance

Total
May 1st
May 10th.
Tax "09

(i.OO

I. S7.S.12
II

Interest Fund.
balance
C. Lopez,

.

903.92
131. OS

Treas.
13.66
107.74

Balance
Road Fund.
May 1st. balance
Xo

21.30

....

18.10

disbursements.

Sewer Fund.
75.00

May 1st, balance
Xo disbursements.

Cash on hand
Respectfully,

$2,439.26

J. B. READ,

VI 'NVs-

sni

A
lininriV
n.miiAV

llruaal.l

Ahk your

rnuiD n.i

to
following eoiiiieilmeii answered
their names: Alarid. Arniijo, Baca,
Gable, Lopez, .Moya. Ortiz and Wheel-on- .

C. Lie.
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ferred to the streets and bridge committee.
It was suggested by Mr. Gable that
an extra team for the summer months
be employed and on motion of Councilman Armijo, the committee on the
streets and bridge was ordered to
employ a man with a team for use
of the sprinkler.
Council Armijo introduced the following resolution:
,
the mayor and city council
of the city of Santa Fe here noticed
with pleasure a hill introduced by
in
lion. W. M. Andrews,
Delegate
Congress from New .Mexico, apportioning 200.0110 acres of land for the
bent fit of St. Michael's College.
Now. therefore, be it resolved by
the city council of the city of Stmt a
Fe, That we earnestly urge the Hon.
W. H. Andrews to use every means
that is proper for the speedy passage
ol' said above mentioned bill.
And be it further resolved, That the
thanks of the mayor and members of
the city council is hereby extended to
Hon. Y. H. Andrews for having introduced the above mentioned bill, ami
that a copy of this resolution be for- warded to the Hon. W H. Andrews,
Delegate in Congress.
On motion of Councilman R. L. Baca
unanimously
resolution was
the
adopted.
was
The following communication
read from the Board of Education:
Santa Fe. X. M., May 3d, 1910.
Hon. Mayor and Members of Council.
Ac a 'meeting of the
Gentlemen
Board of Education of the city of Santa Fe X. M., held May 2d, 1910, a levy
of eleven (11) mills was made for
public school purposes for said city,
(2V2)
and a levy of two and one-hal- f
mills was made to pay the interest on
the $28,000.00 worth of school bonds.
Said levy was the same as that
made last year in each case.
Win-Teas-

up the matter of better light
ing service with the Water and Light
(.11., he having been notified that the
aangn service would necessitate the
C
tilling off the present lighting sys
tem and agreement, and upon request
of the mayor the manager of the S.
fe L. Co. submitted
a proposition
which was reported by Chairman Ala-risame was r ad to the Council
and after discussion ami upon moiion
and second the ;r iposit.ion was referral to the lighting committee and
the mayor with instructions to see
what agreement or contract could be
enten(j into with the Water Co. for
water and light I'm the city and to a
bettermeut of present conditions.
The mayor reported having secured
a map of the city showing the placing of street hydrants and lights anil
the streets of the eity and request tlf
members of the Council to meet with
him to systematize and regulate the
garbage collection and si reel sprinkling.
I'pon motion and second the streets
and sidewalk committee were ordered
to enforce the sidewalk ordinance and
where sidewalks had been ordered,
same to be laid without further delay.
and reAir. Seipt.ort
approved
quested a city deed upon motion and
second same was referred to the ci!

o

taken

10, 1906.
Be it ordained

I k

J .A.

PrV u

L

Lr.

ll

FUR RK.VT

Ihe

Grows
Lair

LI

urn! w v

FOR KENT

W1

A

room. Ust

v.

horse
Carl

liif-ho-

FOR RENT Furnished room with
bath and electric light. Apply at the
New Mexican.
VANTED- - By a business woman
clean, airy furnished room it: modern heme-- wi'h or without, board
preferably with P. O. Box 31, City.

'1
us""

Kurnbhed

illy. l"7 .lohnwin St.

run-abou-

ix

i

Fu: nisheri room. Mrs.

FOR SALBGentl- - driving
t
bir"-'.and rubber 'ire

tiin

IT!

r,

1MT

tie- -.

of bath. Lady

prove

ci

A

WflnlJ

it!

V

WANTKI) Kngiish sneaking man
to do general work around Sanitarium.
Call or phone Suimiount :a"!tarium.

far

FOlt UEXT Fiv room house on
Lower San Francisco street. Inquire
a'. 2! San Francisco street.

attorney.

Upon motion and second the pet:
Hon and letter addressed to Hon. W. H.
reAndrews, delegate to Congress,
questing his support for the building
of a road from the city to the National cemetery as presented by the
mayor was unanimously approved and
the same was duly signed by all the
city officials.
Ordinances.
The following ordinances were read:
An ordinance to amend Section 107
of the published ordinances of July

0Iffr:

MI

A young man of three years' experience wants )tosi!ion as bookkeeper.
Moderate salary. B. W. J., New Alex
ioan.

.

Great
ram ho
Remedy
h;id ;if nil drm'QiSis in three r,i.cs.
25c, 50c and $1.00
Ins

iiar-Grow--

Have a job paying $23. on per month
with board and room for handy man
around
the place. Phone Harris,
Black 133.

V

per bottis.

'" sil"lv '""v
( FrOO
ice l;)ii(i.riiic
1

Cut!
This

1'V

reninniiiuitoaiivom;

kiy

r

V

FOR SALE Lands irrigated by thr
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement

whi,

t nts tree iv.iiin.n lotlii'
Kr.owltcn Danderme Co.. Chicago.

Out

I

wWi
an. I 10K' l'"V

maps and prices
Michael Real Estate.

Co.,

"A

au'i aiinri'sn

?

in silver ur plampH

the city council
of the City of Santa Fe that Section
167 of the ordinances of the City of
Santa Fe published June 16, 1906, be without liavin
and the same is hereby amended
required license
Section 2. All
to said section ihe following:
shall be
"Provided that in all cases such
by

M'"i'

I

s

at Charles

E.

CIGAR SALESMAN WANTED Experience unnecessary. Sel1 our brands
to the rettail trade. Big pay. Write
for fji particulars at once. Globe
Cigar Co., Cleveland, O.

paid the hereinafter bawdy house, house of assignation or
prostitution, in the City of Santa he,
corNew Mexico, shall on conviction
or
firms
persons,
subject to pay an an- - of be punished by a hue of not less
WANTED Men at Los Angeles. No
the niirsuit than $23.11(1 for the first offense. $30.00
to learu trade of electricity,
expense
lor the second offense and not less; automobiles, plumbing, bricklaying by
good order or condition as before, by- 0I- KU(.h occupation, as follows,
A.
WOOD,
J.
Attest:
Annual License, than $i,).nu tor the ttimt onense, atiu actual work on contract jobs. Only
the opening therein being rilled, pud- Occupation.
Secy. Board of Education. died and
not to exceed $Hmj for any additional few months
to :!
at the time ot such Rooming house with
tamped
required; 200 students last
The Council made the following
for a
4. On offense, or by
thererooms
weeks
for
hire
imprisonment,
two
and
free. United Trade
retamped
filling,
year.
Catalogue
levy, to 'be- certified to the County after.
period not exceeding ninety days, or Schol Constructing Co., Ios Angeles.
Rooming house with 4 to 10
Commissioners:
rooms for hire
by both such fine and inipisonment.
"That all ordinances and parts of
General purposes, 10 mills.
are Rooming- house with more than
It shall be unlawful for any lewd woherewith
ordinances
conflicting
Interest and bonds, 2Vj mills.
12.(11) man or lewd
10 rooms for hire
ordinance
women, prostitute or
this
and
TYPEWRITERS
hereby repealed
Support of schools 11 mills.
to occupy or live in any Cleniied, adjusted
from
offices
effect
with
and
New
prostitutes,
full
force
be
nd re pa red.
in
capital
Printing
shall
Payment on school bonds, 22 mills. and after its passage and publication."
12.00 house within the city limits, nor with- platens furnished. Ribbons and supplies
less than $2.ouu .
1 mill.
Library purposes,
in one mile thereof, or to set up and Typewriters sold. exehiu.Ked mid rented
with capital
. 1910.
Passed
Printing offices
day of
The matter of the straightening of
24.0H keep any brothel, or bawdy house, Standard makes handled. Ail repair work
Chauffeurs.
more
than
$2,000
to
License
Ordinance
An
to
Smitn Fe
the street from Caspar avenue
6.00 house of assignation or prostitution anil typewriters irimranteed
Be it ordained by the City Council Music stores
was
Typewriter Kxchanue'
College, on Manhattan avenue,
said
limits
of
mile
one
the
within
maintain
of
and
used
Automobiles
Fe.
Santa
of
of
the
City
Baca the
referred to Councilman
ed for hire, per annum ... 40.00 city, and any violation hereof, upon
Section 1. That every person who
connection of the sewer on Caspar
Scared Into Sound Health.
occuor
Section 3. Any person, firm or cor- - conviction shall be punished by a like
in
business
the
resi- shall engage
Air. B. F. Kelley, Springfield,
avenue from the Cunningham
111.,
on
anof
an
fine
of
the
for
not
less
$25.
the
than
shall pay
provisions
poration violating
I began to be
dence to Water street, was referred pation of chauffeur
"A
writes:
year
ago
ofhaving this ordinance shall, upon conviction first offense, $50.00 for the second
nual license of $5.00, after
.
i. ......
,.
with my kidneys and bladder,
lu uuiaiiiiiuu
thereof, be punished by a fine of not. fense and not less than $73.00 for the troubled
a
ot
name
satisiaciory
the
passed
The mavor presented
which grew worse until I became
apto
or
to
not
exceed
$100
be
dollars
and
by
third
($50.00),
offense,
fifty
of
board
examiners
exceeding
a
and
fore
rr
rn,,. ,.ite pnpineev.
alarmed at my condition. I suffered
nointed uv tne mayor, as t.o m m""" imprisonment in the county jail not for any additonal offense, or by im- - also with
was unanimously confirmed.
dull heavy headaches and
ui pusuiiuieut. 101 a penou uoi exceeuiu;.
exceeumg tinny
J. A. Mil- - fication to engage in such outness
uaja, oi u
The mavor appointed Dr.
the action of my bladder was 'annoy,
nave
i
nne
mnerv
or
in
luill
fino
in
meiir
i
and
llie
hnth
such
and
iiavs
tirison
...
ai
neh
.......
lv
,avnr
ui um- occuuanou. ti,o
i
.,u eiti- - nhvsieinn am neaiiu
in; "'"j"1 "
ing and painful. I read of Foley Kidnower to revoke such license should discretion of the court trying tne imprisonment.
fuQ ;.0otIi nnd unanimous
Pills and after taking them a few
ney
s
oi
ot
ot
protne
said
nat
Section
each
Section
and
rsi
cause,
day comiucnng
..nmondat nn nf the santa Fe the chauffeur violate any
weeks
the headaches left me, the
ordinances is
SUcn occupation wiuioui tne reqiuieu icviaeu aim euuiiuieu
rni,ntv MpHical Society. and he was visions of Section 3oU ot tne reviseu
action
of my bladder was again
16.
a
sepconstitute
shall
license
of
therefor
repealed.
July
hereby
and compiled ordinances
manhiioiislv confirmed.
and I was free of all distress."
normal,
ora rate offense.
That all ordinances and parts of
Councilman Gable moved that the 1906.
Sold by Stripling Burrows Co.
4.
are
and
derived
herewith
dinances
All
ordinances
Section
funds
parts
be
conflicting
Section 2. That the
compilation of the city ordinances
are hereby repealed and this ordinance
ordered made and to be in charge of fron, such license shall be placed in of ordinances in conflict herewith
NOTICE OF SUIT.
of hereby repealed and this ordinance shall be in full force and effect, from
the mayor and city clerk, and two tne roa(j fund for the improvement
of New Mexico.
from
effect
its
and
and
full
force
and
in
Territory
after
shall
be
for
publication.
passage
said
was
of
streets
city.
dollars
the
appropriated
hundred
of Santa Fe.
and
County
1910.
of
and
Passed
The
its
and
after
ordinances
same.
publication.
all
passage
day
That
end nnninitine the
senimi
In the District Court in and for the
1910.
The council then adjourned.
Passed
day of
motion was carried, and it was so or- parts ot- ordinances conflicting here First Judicial District.
with are hereby repealed, and this or- An Ordinance requiring the carrying
(1(?mi
H. Hanna, Plaintiff,
ot lights upon conveyances.
the (linance shall be in full force and et- Mr. E. Weakley, Kokomo, Ind., says: Richard
Councilman Gable introduced
vs.
Xo. 6398.
Council
and
same
the
Be
ordained
it
the
City
by
and
its
after
passage
After taking Foley Kidney Pills, the
ect froul and
following resolution,
Clenville A. Collins, Defendant.
Fe.
of
Santa
of
the
City
severe
backache
was adopted:
left
me,
kidneys
my
publication.
To Clenville A. Collins, Defendant.
1910.
Section 1. That automobiles, hacks. necame stronger, the secretions
AVhereas ihe City Council of the
PaSsed
day of
You will take notice that an action
con106
all
drays, wagons and
al and my bladder n0 longer pained
An or(inance amending Section
city of Santa Fe, did at a meeting
has been filed against you in the Dis1909,
except
of
of
whatsoever
5th,
July
kind;
on
ordinances
held
veyances
me l am gad tQ reCommend Foley
January
thereof,
of (he ))Ubiished
trict Court, for the First Judicial Disas hereinafter provided, used for the Kidney PiIs
In a yenow package,
pass a certain resolution purporting 16 19fl(.
trict of the Territory of New Mexico,
or
Council
of
property
persons
to authorize and direct the mayor ot
the
City
Be u ordained i,y
transportation
god by stl.ipling Burrows Co.
in the County of Santa Fe, in which
oeeus
Section
iu
and which are upon the highways
the city of Santa Fe to issue
of the City of Santa Fe that
width as herein before provided.
Richard H. Hanna is plaintiff and you
B. and C. C. Catron for two 106 of the revised and compiled ordi- streets, avenues and alleys of the City
Thomas
Notice for Publication
Isolated Tract. are defendant.
AUGUST REINGARDT,
sitstandland,
of
or
in
motion
of Santa Fe, either in
certain tracts or parcels
nances of the City of Santa Fe
No. 012067.
J. A. WOOD.
The general objects of said action
uate within the corporate limits of the force July 16, 1906, be and the same is ing, shall, after the hour of 7:l!0 p. m.
Public Land Sale.
WM. VAUGHN,
to recover the following sums of
are
reso4
said
in
of
are
hour
which
of each day and until the
said city, and
hereby amended to read as follows:
DONACIANO ORTEGA,
Department of the Interior,
on four separate causes of
money,
in
the
for the consideram.
of
a.
hereafter
described;
the
lution
succeeding
day
shall
it
106.
That
Section
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. AL, action stated
M. A. OTERO, Trustee,
and,
contained,
and
therein, as follows:
main
resolution
said
months of May, June, July, August
tions in
be unlawful to operate, keep or
S. SPITZ,
June 3, 1910.
First cause of action to recover
6 p.
further
investigation
of
hour
.as
such
from
the
and
upon
AVhereas,
September
tain anw gambling games,
Committee Chairman.
Xotice is hereby given that, as di $4 ". 86, principal
and interest, for
of the ownership or title of the afore- Monte, Faro, Pass Monte, Pass Faro, m 0f each day and until the hour of
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
rected
by the Commissioner of the goods wares and merchandise, sold
apit
of land,
or
the
in
6
tracts
Chuck-a-luca.
said
m.
the
Roulette,
parcels
of
day
Vande'au,
succeeding
Bldg. Com.
General Land Office, under provisions and delivered to you by the Santa Fe
same is
Rouge-- months of November, December,
pears that the title of the
Twenty-two- ,
J. A. MASS1E.
Act of Congress approved June 27, Hardware & Supply Co., which acof
as
the
in the United States,
Craps or Uary, February, March and April, 1906 (34
Poker, Stud-pokeCouncilman Baca reported on the vested
Stats., 517). we will offer at count has been sold to the plaintiff
are
land
of
or
the
tracts
parcels
said
any other banking or percentage game carry two lighted lamps upon
extension of Delgado street, and askto the
sale,
bidder, at herein; second cause of action to republic
reserved
tract
of
a
within the limits
or any game of front end of such conveyances; the 10 o'clock a. m onhighest
ed further time to ascertain the cost
the 27th day of cover $27.98, principal and interest,
United of whatever name,
the
of
or
visible
the
government
to
be
lights from such lamps
chance played with cards or dice,
of the land to be purchased or ob- by
at this office, the following for goods, wares and merchandise,
what- - for a distance of not less than U0 feet, July,
for federal building purposes,
any subterfuge for the same, by
tained, and the committee reported, States
described land:
sold and delivered to you by the
and.
corpor-'
in front of the conveyance carrying
ever name known, within the
and recommended that the extension
SE
T.
NE
Sec.
of
of
15,
to
the
15,
title
Co., which account has
the
AVhereas, therefore,
be made if possible as far as tflie Ace-quiof the City of Santa Fe, such lamps; providing, however, that X., R. 9 E. N. Al. P. M. O. B.
been sold to the plaintiff herein;
or parcels of land has ate limits
tracts
motor
aforesaid
is
who
as
bicycles,
conveyances known
Further
Madre on the south.
New Mexico; and any person
Third cause of action to recover
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time
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MANUEL R. OTERO,
nr,.nr.nifl ..oonliiHntl nilSS- 01' WllO IS in actual luoswaiuu of the iucicui,
which account has been sold to the
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-nrovided.
ther time was given him for further
as lessee or otherwise ""L,
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the
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plaintiff herein:
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investigation.
memises upon which games are run, Section 2. Any person violating me
FRED
Fourth cause of action to recover
MULLER,
' "
on
banta
shall provisions of the preceding section
The mayor reported the contract
Qr 0))el.ated or any person who
the
Receiver.
$12.60.
principal and interest, on an
in relation to the feeding of the city fore rerieii . lo. "on,,d'
part in playing any of shall, upon conviction thereof, be
d , 'rescind- - engage and take
account
stated between you and R. H.
,
is
same
doI.
neieoy
between the city and sheriff
q nQt ess than t(?n
e city o ganta Fe lghed by &
which account stated has
s
1
McKenzie,
ana
What
hunEverybody Ought to Know.
.
of the county, and the same will be ed, annulled
and any and all persons who shall vio-- : ioars ($10.00) nor more than one
been sold to Ihe plaintiff herein; total
'
That
Pills
contain
sec-Kidney
Foley
;
the
10a tn the late anv of the -provisions of this
signed by the mayor on behalf of
dred dollars ($100.00) or by imprisonjudgment demanded against you on
a misdemeanor raent in the county jail not exceeding just the ingredients necessary to tone, fhe four causes of action, being the
mj ?h n: mi i r iui
city and sheriff on behalf of the cit- ytion, shall be guilty-oreport
on
act
and
of
the
fine
"gthen
each
for
50c
both
such
shall
regulate
the rate being
per day
show- - and upppon conviction thereof,
thirty (30) days or by
sum of $96.94, principal and interest
l
be
,.8fid;..
to the date of this action, and costs
1,
by a toe of not exceeding ; and imprisonment.
of the
..... frtllrrc.
n..,.-.Section 3. All ordinances and parts siripnng tsurrows Co.
Uli.ici 11C ailouiULC Ji
$mo on pnri bv imnrisonment in the
.if suit.
101 wiij
re
of
santa
the city authorities.
not exceeding ninety days, 0f ordinances in conflict herewith
4S375.
for
You are further notified that the
city
T
jail
No.
ordi- - W. Dugan, deceased.
The bond of the city treasurer was Ward
131197.
for each and every offense against the are hereby repealed and this
has attached a piano belongplaintiff
Warn Kit 2
To Any and All Persons AVhomsoever:
approved.
shall be in full force andi effect
nance
hereof.
.311240.
nrovisions
to
which was in the possesyou
ing
....
1.1
No.
i
Xo report from the fire committee. Ward
Santa Fe, ss :
.16322S.
That all ordinances and parts ot or from and after its passage ana puuusion of H. C. Hamil, Santa Fe, N. M.
No.
AVard
on
committee
the
pubXo report by
In Probate Court.
dinances conflicting herewith are here cation.
and that unless you appear and an191".
lic works.
In the matter of the estate of Silas swer or
snail
of
ordinance
Passed
day
and
$654040
this
by
repealed
plead to said action on or bewas
tax
ordinance
The occupation
An ordinance amending Sections Territory of New Alexico, County of fore the 19th day of July, A. D., 1910.
in full force and effect from and
be
Treasurer
from
City
a
report
Also
amended on motion of Councilman
You and each of you are hereby
323 and 325, and repealing Section 324
;,
, ,
judgment will be rendered against
present bonded aem oi after its passage. ana puDiicauu...
udm tn Read.uthat. the
.o c.c
16,
uame
of
"
i.
notified
ordinances
.
that the undersigned was on you and the above attached property
1910.
July
of
Pas8ed
the
of
day
printed
-ana
nour
$24.00 for wholesa.e grrain
the 2nd day of May, 1910, duly ap-- sold to satisfy said judgment.
$17)326.00 bearig 6 Au Ordinance Fixing the License j 1906.
Council pointed administrator of the estate of
the
City
ordained
by
Be
it
The name and business address of
latere
On roll call the amendment was per cent
.UJJ
said Silas W. Dugan, deceased, and plaintiff's attorneys is Bowman &
of the City of Santa Fe.
Interest.
Be it ordained by the City Council
Section 1. That Section 323 of the you are hereby notified that any and Dunlavy, Santa Fe, N. M.
UnCo Sman1abledmoved that the 5
4 0f
Witness my hand and seal of said
revised and compiled ordinances of all persons having claims against said
the City of Santa Fe.
$6,000.00, bearing
v'rlTnt intirest.
Section' 1. tl shall be unlawful tor said city in force July 16, 1906, be and estate must present the same to the court, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, this
celebs o
veri-a- s
July
24th day of May, A. D., 1910
any person, firm or corporation to con- the same is hereby amended to read undersigned administrator duly
$24,526.00.
fled
law.
as
for
the
to
City
in
by
provided
FRANK AV. SHEARON.
be
follows:
on
or
interest
duct,
provided
Vat!f' mavor referred to a new street
pursue
carry
Annual
ANDREW J. DUGAN,
of Santa Fe any occupation or bust
Clerk.
Section 323. That every person who
(Seal)
wlfcn
of
the
east
$1,340.00.
ought to be opened
or
Administrator.
By Edw. L. Safford, Deputy.
The mayor reported that he had ne8S named in the following section shall set up or keep a brothel,
court house and the same was re-

Treasurer.
The report of the city clerk city
marshal, and police magistrate, were
read and referred to the finance committee.
The committee of streets and bridges reported, tihat they had investigated the Buena Vista street, and recommended that the said committee be
given further time to report more intelligently on the situation as there
were several streets in that section
that required definite locating.
Councilman Celso Lopez reported
that the property owners on Marcy
street, between Washington avenue,
and Kentucky street were willing to
give the necessary land for the widening of said street, and the report
reads as follows:
Santa Fe, X. M., May 16, 1910.
We, the undersigned, residents and
property owners along either side of
Marcy street, between Washington
avenue and Kentucky street, do each
hereby agree and consent to the widening of said Marcy street between
t!he said
Washington and Bartlett
street, so that the same will be sixty
feet in width between the said points,
and we do hereby agree to donate,
make over and convey to the city of
Santa Fe for street purposes our respective strips, pieces or parcels of
land along either side of said street
which may be necessary to increase
the said street to a width of sixty
feet, in accordance with the lines
thereof as now staked, marked and
designated upon the ground by the
city engineer of the city of Santa Fe;
and that we hereby authorize the city
of Santa Fe to proceed with the widening of said street between the said
points, and to make such changes in
etc., along the
sidewalks, fences,
frontage of our respective tracts or
parcels of land as may be necessary
fo make said street
sixty feet in

therefor.
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20 to 60c a dz
ORANGES
20 to 60c a
Save 1 dz wrappers from our Oranges setd
6--

cent stamps aod wrappers to California F'ruit
Growers Exchange. Chicago III., and get a nice
Silver Plated Orarjge Spoon.

STRAWBERRIES
&

F. ANDREWS

So. L

L

Phone So.

f wo.)

For a limited time I. S. Sweet will
picnic parties to Monument
Rock for 75c each person.
See How Convict No. 796 is converted a fur all Ir's badness, at the Elks'
tonight.
L.3S Cruces Refuses Franchise
The
town board of Las Cruces has refused
e
to grant a franchise to the
Company.
Telephone
Badly Hurt by Being Thrown From
Wagon H. A. MacGowan was badly
hurt at the Santa Fe depot at Silver
City by being thrown from his wagon.
Engagement Announced The engagement of Miss Artless Brown, a
school teacher at Socorro, and of
Charles Trumhle, bank cashier, is announced.
New Faper at Belen On Saturday
o
will appear ihe first issue of El
Valencia
Americano at Belen,
county, giving that County its second
journal.
Country Club for Albuquerque A
Country Club has been organized at
Albuquerque. The club will buy the
Silva place in Tijeras canon for its
headquarters.
Stole Ice Cream and Bull Dog Al
Albuquerque, mischievous boys stole
a freezer full of ice cream and the
bull dog that had been set to watch-ove- r
it.
Fifteen Club The Fifteen Club will
meet in regular session tomorrow afternoon at the home of Mrs. I. H.
Rapp on East Palace avenue just below the court house.
Heavy Rains in Kansas A private
letter received in Santa Fe today says
that rains in parts of Kansas have
been so constant that the corn is rotting and will have to be replanted.
Tried to Commit Suicide With Pocket Knife Esquipulo Rascon, a livestock owner in Sierra county, carved
himself in horrible fashion with a
pocket knife in the attempt to commit
suicide. He cannot recover.
Morgue Isn't Busy Yesterday was
a dull day in the "Letter Morgue" at
the postofflce and those who looked
to find some "quaint and curious missive of forgotten lore" were disappointed.
Rains in Grant County Good rains
are reported from Grant county. In
Silver City half an inch fell. A bolt of
lightning followed a wire fence and
killed a cow and a calf on

SPECIAL

LAGES & EMBROIPERiES

SALE

Ale have just received our new Stock of this

SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroideries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
during this month only. All new patterns and
designs.
PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THfiM

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

GO

EUGENIO ROMERO
LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Lumber and all kinds
of building material.

STREET, NEAR
MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT

Y X.RD ON HICKOX

NEW

Phone Red 100

Red Phone 100

T0MAS P. DELGADO Mgr.
SE&3SS39BSS8

SATISFACTION

1

ASSURED
EODORE
RRICJK. Prop

bUbu COR RICK'S HACK LINE

popJiuwces Baggies and Saddle Horses

HACK SERVICE

y

j

j

j

j
i

Phi'adelphia, June i
in the United States district
court today, decided that the alleged
bucket shop men arrested here a
ago must go to Washington for
trial. They had resisted extradition.
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EXPERTS DRAW POOR

PAY IN MEXICO.

The-.

e

cases are included

j

a Week.

country.

i
'

Why Mexican drawn work which is
so popular in New Mexico and so
much sought after by the ladies in
the east and in fact throughout the
country, is within reach of the pock- etbooks of everyone was explained by
Henry S. Beach, who is a wholesale
dealer in this work with offices in El!
Paso- Mr. Beach is said to be the only!
wholesale dealer who does not sell
anything at retail in the country. He
had an interesting display of drawn
W0lk at a loci11 hotel yesterday and
tllis morning. To a reporter he said:
Here is a photograph of the Mex
ican women at work. You can see
that on one of these large table- cloths three or four persons can work
with ease, but on these smaller pieces
only one person. The children in the
picture make themselves useful by
pulling out the threads.
"Now. many Americans have asked
me how it is possible to sell a wonderfully worked tablecloth for $8 to $15
when it has taken two weeks to make
it. The reason is that this work is
done on the farms where there are
many women and where there is not
much of anything else to do. They
earn about 25 cents a day Mexican
money and half that amount in our
money. At 75c to a. dollar a week for
skilled labor, you see. it is possible
to sell these things at what are considered very reasonable prices. The
linen for the best worK is imported
from Ireland
"These tablecloths are made for
Unlted States customers. Some of the
other arawn work is for the trade in
this COUntry exclusively."
Mr Beach snowed a remarkable
slgn with the popes crown on it an(
he said that some of the drawn work
originally was intended only for use
on the altars in the cnurches. These
pieces may be distinguished by the
crown and cross worked in them,
"It was considered sacriligeous to
use them except near the chalice,"
said the; drawn work expert.
That Americans are large buyers of
the big Mexican hats, plain or fancy,

THIRD OF A MILLION
PAID FOR TEXAS

About

to Graduate.
You don't graduate very often in cms
world; some of you only once, per-

haps. It's an important event every
time, no matter how many times you
graduate; it means a good deal to you
now and in the future.

H

For these reasons you want to be
especially well dressed for it; you
want to look as well as you can for
your own sake and for the sake of
your friends who will sit in front to
see you. They want to see you looking your best.
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Hart, Schaffner & Marx clothes are
made for the purpose of helping,
young man to look his best; they're
the kind of clothes that are themselves an educational force in good
quality. The fabrics are all wool; the
clothes are perfectly made; they're
stylish and they fit right.
We have special models for young
men; not small men's sizes, but
clothes designed for young men to
wear; the kind that bring out and emphasize the strong, auhletic lines of
the figure. We'd like to have a hand
in getting you ready to graduate; we'd
like to see you wearing these clothes;
we'd be proud of you as our representative, just as your friends will be
proud of you as theirs. Blue Serge
suits, self striped and plain.'black and
Oxford gray suits, a great range of
fancy weaves. Suits $20.00 to $27.50.

111

Copyright 1909 by Hart Schaffner & Marx

NATHAN SALMON

RANCH.

San Angela, Texas. June 9. The
sum of $350,000 is the price paid today for a ranch of 35,000 acres, sold
by R. R. Wade, who resides at Dublin
Ireland. The buyers are a syndicate
cf three Sweetwater bankers, J. T.
Haley, Thomas Trammel and R. L.
McCauley, and a Missouri capitalist,
O Harris of Harris, Mo.
The ranch is bought for the purpose
of the colonization of farmers.

j

-

j

YOUNG GIRL KILLED
BY WHITE CAPS IN OKLA.
Hennessey, Okla., June 9. A report
reached here of the killing of Miss
Nancy Duncan, daughter of Stephen
T. Duncan, a farmer near Columbia,
Okla., by "white caps."
For some time a feeling of enmity
against Duncan and his four sons
A comexisted in the neighborhood.
pany of masked men rode up to the
Duncan residence and demanded that
Duncan and his sons come out. This
they refused to do and the masked
into the
men fired several volleys
house, killing the girl.
Columbia is fourteen miles east of

j

'if

here.
CALL FOR BIDS.
Bids will be received by the Board
of Education of the City of Santa Fe
fov the painting of the outside wood
work of the high school building and
the Second Wara school building before the 4th day of July, 1910.
Bids will also be received by the
Board of Education of the City of
Santa Fe, for pebble dashing the Second Ward school building, before the
4th day of July, 1910.
All bids to be addressed to the
!

The board reserves the right to
ject any or all bids.
DR. J. H. SLOAN,
Chairman

r

re-- 1

Building Committee.
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That Drawn Work; ernment's campaign against bucket
shoos in various large cities of the
Women
Less Than $1
Brings

S. Beach Says

Lji

To Young Men

Jt

BUCKET SHOP MEN
MUST GO TO WASHINGTON.

i

"

I

was a declaration of Mr. Beach. "The
seas hole devottes are our good customers and the women in the west,
who are. not afraid to spend much
time working in the fieils are fond
of the big sombrero."
Mr. Beach had with him what is
called the Resurrection yhint which,
deprived of moisture, curls and dries
up, only to blossom forth in 20 or 30
minutes when there is a rain or when
the plant is Immersed in water.

Cray-grea-

i

His-pan-
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SPECIAL
SALE

Convict No. 796 and Uhejwas informed that Photographer
"f all, "Friends." This pic--j craft had just completed a series of
tolls the story of a young 87 views, showing some marvelous
sacrifices
who
herself on the altar (views of the Picture Cve.
girl
of friendship. This is the triumph of; Exhibit Closed Last Night There
was a good attendance both afternoon
Metoaraph.
and evening yesterday at the Old
George Armijo Buys Saddle Horse
George Armijo, probate clerk and ace where Artist Robins' pictures
on exhibit.
Lively interest was
Rough Kidcr, will not go to Xew York were
to ride in the Roosevelt parade but manifested in the exhibit and several
will do plenty of riding this summer, more pictures were sold. The affair
He has purchased a fine saddle horse, was rendered all the more enjoyable
tv.no,- cnddle
and bridle and will by the serving of refreshments by:
uood
deal
a
of time in the sad- - ladies attractively gowned and whose
spend
hospitality was as genuine as it was
die during the fine weather.
of Worth A drama by uengnuui. .vir. ana iurs. noi.uis m
A Prince
uv in.ler. tfhis should he enmiErh spend the remainder of the week in
the citv and then go to Taos to spend
said, it's good. At thev Elks' tonight
American
Beauties
Drug- the summer.
Grows
.1. Fischer is the envy of many
A.
gist
Max binder;
ture-pia-

(Continued Frotff Hage
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of his friends who love flowers for
Mr. Fischer has grown some American Beauty roses which are a delight
to see. The roses are not of the long
stem variety, because Mr. Fischer did
not inline the bush to produce one
hardy rose, but the rose itself has all
the delightful flavor and exquisite
beauty of the genuine long stemmed
A m erica n
Beautv which is so much
admired. Attorney A. B. Renehan is
another cultivator of the American
Beauty roses and has grown some fine
specimens.
Mr. Whitina is Here K. H. Whiting
chief engineer of the Urton Lake
Land and Water Co., has arrived here
from Denver to consult with former
Governor Otero, who is president of
the company. The early development
of that project is looked for. Mr.
Whiting is well known in Santa Fe
and in fact, throughout the territory,
and has had extensive experience in
hydraulic engineering matters in New
Mexico.
n
IM.wo- intor.
' a.. M..U. lw
uuuuu, v.iuu uci
esieu in iuiiiiins
will meet Saturday night at the residence of former Governor Otero and
Colonel and Mrs. Prichard, on Washington avenue to formulate plans for
the successful running of the club. A
meeting was held Saturday and it was
practically decided to make the membership fees so reasonable What many
Santa Fe young men may enter the
club and be active members.
' Everyone Wearing Roses The old
song "Everybody Works But Father"
has been amended in this city and
now reads "Everyone Wears Roses,
Even Father." It is a common sight
to see the head of the family coming
to work with a deep red rose or some
light pink creation in his coat lapel.
June is the month of roses and even
Saved by His Dogs J. C. Meader,
traveling men coming here have
of Grant county, a few days ago was
the idea and may be seen pay- saved from death by his two dogs. He
ing homage to the delicate flowers.
was attacked by a cow whose horns
to
Cliff
Pictures
inflicted an ugly wound in his hip. He articles Dwelling written inOwing
various
recently
would have been trampled to death
parts of the country about the cliff
had not his two dogs responded to his
dwellings near Santa Fe, photographs
call and attacked the animal and of these wonderful ruins are in de- drove it away.
ntand. A New Yorker recently wrote
Extra Change of pictures at the a Santa Fean asking to a series of
Elks' theater tonight.
Don't' fail to these pictures and wished to know if
see the Prince of Worth, a drama by there were as many as five or six. He

Fresh every day, picked ripe- shipped on ice, fine
flavor 15c. Everything the rum kt t t flora in vegetables.
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